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INTRODUCTION



The purpose of 34 Voices:  New Zealand Business and Worker Interviews on Sick Leave and Parental Leave is to gain insights into work-leave from those who are giving and those who are taking it.  The interviews with employers and employees  reveal stories about the pluses and minuses of actual ‘on the ground’ experience and should help inform on-going discussions of how these two work-leave policies can best operate in New Zealand.  In total, 17 workers and 17 employers were interviewed.   

The 34 interviews are part of a larger study related to New Zealand’s Paid Parental Leave and Sick Days Leave laws.  Specifically, the findings from these interviews are integrated into a broader policy review by this author entitled The High Wire Act:  Balancing Families and Jobs at Precarious Points…The Role of Work-Leave in New Zealand and the United States.  The goal of The High Wire Act is to understand the New Zealand experience so that operational and policy issues that deserve attention are flagged; further, it is designed to identify issues for consideration in the United States where neither paid parental leave nor paid sick leave are federal law.  In short, a goal is to provide lessons from New Zealand for the United States.

The criteria for the selection of the interviewed employees and employers [Appendix A] were driven by this dual interest in work-leave experience within New Zealand and the possible lessons for the United States.  

For employers, the selection criteria focused on those with fewer than 50 employees.   This is because in the United States, employers of this size are exempt from a federal law that provides for unpaid parental and medical leave.  The U.S. law, the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), protects an employee’s job for up to 12 weeks to care for a newborn or to take time off when the employee faces a serious illness or needs to care for a family member with a serious illness.  However, employees who work in firms with fewer than 50 employees are not entitled to this unpaid leave period.  In addition, while there is no federal law for paid sick days, it is anticipated that the greatest resistance to any such policy in the U.S. would come from smaller employers.  

Because the United States has exempted employers with fewer than 50 employees from providing unpaid leave, the New Zealand businesses that were interviewed were selected precisely because they fit within this exemption.  The intention of the selection criteria is to underscore how businesses of the size that are exempt in the United States manage parental leave.  

Sick days leave represents both a management and cost issue for employers.  While some U.S. employers provide for paid sick days -- even though there is no statutory mandate to do so-- less than half of private sector U.S. employees have access to any paid sick days.  Thus, how New Zealand businesses perceive the sick days leave law and its operation should be of interest to similar businesses in the U.S. The business interviews provide an opportunity for a “business to business” message on work-leave from companies in one nation to companies in another. At the same time, suggestions for operational improvements could assist future policy discussions within New Zealand.

With respect to employees, the selection criteria focused on lower wage workers. This is because the laws set a floor for work-leave entitlements and lower wage workers often have access only to the minimum required.  In contrast, higher wage workers often enjoy additional benefits provided by their employers.   Different selection criteria were used for the interviews about sick days leave and the interviews about paid parental leave.  Most notably, the paid parental leave interviews were entirely with sole mothers who earn relatively low wages.  

The decision to interview sole mothers is driven by the particular challenges such parents face in achieving work-life balance.  If paid parental leave seeks to help workers achieve balance and to enhance the development of children, this population deserves particular attention.

34 New Zealanders took the time to talk about their experiences with work-leave.  They shared experiences, expectations, attitudes and feelings.  It is hoped that 34 Voices captures this texture of experience with work-leave; the themes heard from 34 Voices are reflected in the recommendations made in High Wire Act.  











The author gratefully acknowledges the SPEaR Linkages programme housed in the Ministry of Social Development.  SPEaR provided support for the 34 qualitative interviews.  To see how the interviews were integrated into a broader review of the work-leave policies, readers are encouraged to visit the website of the Ian Axford Fellowship in Public Policy at http://www.fulbright.org.nz/voices/axford/levin-epsteinj.html to download The High Wire Act:  Balancing Families and Jobs at Precarious Points…The Role of Work-Leave in New Zealand and the United States.  


New Zealand’s Work-Leave Laws


The following provides brief synopses of two of New Zealand’s work-leave laws:  parental leave and sick days leave.   Employers may or may not choose to provide more benefits and some do.   

Parental Leave 

In 2002, New Zealand implemented a Paid Parental Leave [PPL] scheme which provides up to 12 weeks of payments.  Just two years later, the government has proposed to liberalize PPL’s length and eligibility criteria. Financing is through general revenues; there is no contribution required of employers or employees.  

Before New Zealand enacted Paid Parental Leave, it had established an unpaid leave policy that applied to both private and public sector employees. The Parental Leave and Employment Protection Act of 1987 provides job protection for up to12 months of unpaid leave for eligible workers; the time may be shared by a couple in relation to a birth or an adoption.   The 1987 Act built upon the Maternity Leave and Employment Protection Act of 1980 which had provided 6 months of maternity leave for eligible workers in the public and private sector.  Certain public sector employees received maternity leave beginning in 1948.   Eligible workers are those who have been employed by the same employer for more than 12 months and worked for the employer an average of 10 hours per week, including at least one hour per week or 40 hours per month.  The 12 months includes time taken for maternity leave (which can begin typically 6 weeks in advance of the birth) but does not count partner’s/paternity leave which allows up to 2 continuous weeks of unpaid leave. 

Eligibility for Paid Parental Leave is currently tied to the eligibility rules for unpaid leave.   Employees are expected to request parental leave by submitting a letter to the employer three months before the expected start date.  Employers then respond and establish whether or not the employee meets the eligibility criteria for unpaid leave and job protection established by the 1987 law.  

To get Paid Parental Leave payments, an application form needs to be filled in by employees and employers.  Employees then submit the forms to the Internal Revenue Department.  By completing this entire process the employee has established entitlement to 12 months of job protection and requested 12 weeks of payment.

The maximum payment is currently NZ$334.75 per week before tax.  Workers who earn up to the maximum payment will get 100 percent of their wages but if they earn less than the maximum payment amount, they do not get the full NZ$334.75; if they earn above that amount, then the payment is only a partial wage replacement.   The full amount represents 53 percent of male and female average weekly earnings. 


The Inland Revenue Department handles applications and payments.   The bi-weekly payments are made by IRD automatically into employee bank accounts.  To help parents understand how much they can actually receive, the Employment Relations Services has a fact sheet, a web-based electronic calculator, and a telephone hotline.

Parliament will soon consider a bill that would expand PPL coverage. Expected to take effect in December 2004, the measure extends eligibility to those who have been employed by the same employer for 6 months, rather than the current 12 months.  Those who are eligible under this reduced tenure provision are entitled to leave only for the period of the payments, not for the full 12 month extended leave. The bill would also provide up to a week of unpaid paternity leave (to parallel the 2 weeks of unpaid leave available when there is a year of tenure).  Under the proposed expansion, benefits would lengthen to 13 weeks in 2005 and 14 weeks in 2006. Coverage for the self-employed may be raised in Parliament although is not expected that this group will become eligible this year. 



Sick Days Leave

While paid sick leave has been mandated in New Zealand since 1991, the Holidays Act of 2003 expanded the days available.  Previously, an employee was entitled to 5 days of leave for sickness or bereavement; as of April 2004, 5 days are exclusively available for sick leave with a separate provision for bereavement leave.  For the first time, the statute provides that sick leave which is not used in one year may carry over into future years for up to 20 days of accumulated leave.  Sick leave may be used for an employee’s illness or when the employee needs to care for a spouse or dependent.  To be eligible, an employee must have 6 months of continuous employment with the same employer; the same amount of sick leave is available to part-time employees.  Those in casual or fixed-term jobs are also to receive sick leave although special tests apply. Employers may request proof of illness after three days of absence.  The law is silent on the subject of who pays for the documentation.  When employees pay for the medical certification, those with the very lowest incomes may be eligible for a subsidy through medical Community Services Cards.


THEMES FROM 34 VOICES





This section provides key themes that emerged in the 34 interviews with 17 workers and 17 employers. The interview sample is not representative and the sample is small; yet, the voices raise issues of importance that deserve to be more fully explored both qualitatively and quantitatively.  


Paid Parental Leave:  Themes from Interviews with Workers

Interviews on parental leave were conducted with 9 sole mothers.  Sole mothers face particular challenges in attempting to achieve work-life balance for themselves and with respect to the needs of their young children.  One worker succinctly asserted “It’s scary to try and think about how to get work-life balance as a solo mum.” 

Increasingly, children in New Zealand are growing up in sole parent households; the proportion of children in such households grew from about 16 to 24 percent in the decade between 1986 and 1996. “This trend has important implications for the welfare of children, given that sole parents tend to be disadvantaged in terms of employment, income, education and housing when compared with partnered parents” according to Statistics New Zealand. Children are defined as those under 15. Statistics New Zealand (1999a) p. 37


Of the sole mothers interviewed, 7 had received PPL, 1 had applied and expected to begin payments soon and 1 had been advised she was ineligible and had not applied.  Incomes ranged from a low of NZ$9.50 an hour for a part-time worker to an annual salary of around $40,000.  All were, or were about to be, first time mothers.  While one worker was 19 years old, 5 sole mothers were in their mid to late 20s and three were in their 30s.

In order to be eligible for PPL, these sole mothers had to have been employed at least one year continuously with the same employer.  This suggests some level of employment stability.  At the same time, even the more established workers were a bit  thrown off-balance because of an unanticipated pregnancy and birth or a partner who left.  Living arrangements, goals, and future directions often were in flux as many tried to live on less than they had earned as workers.   

Circumstances around the pregnancy and birth varied but many workers faced significant turmoil as they entered parenthood.  For example, one worker had considered putting her child up for adoption -- her partner, who subsequently left, had wanted her to abort; another worker was unaware that she was pregnant until the day she delivered; a third worker, accompanied to the pregnancy test by her partner of several years, found him gone two days later -- she has not heard from him since.

 The following provides some themes from the interviews:

Paid Parental Leave is viewed positively by the interviewed sole mothers.    A number of the sole mothers remarked that Paid Parental Leave is a benefit both because it provides income and because it provides an opportunity to spend time with the child.  One worker stated, “PPL is extremely important.  Every little cent, every little dollar makes a big difference.  I think it is a really positive thing for all parties…for people like me, for the child, for my employer.  It’s long overdue.”  Another stated, “PPL helped me to be more independent…PPL is good because the option not to go back to work right away is good.”  Another mother who had a difficult pregnancy noted that the security of the income may have influenced delivery since “PPL was such a financial weight off my shoulder, (without it) I probably I would have gone into labour early with her…if there were no paid parental leave… I would not have been able to survive.”

Employers can help build awareness and PPL access.  While a couple of the sole mothers urged efforts to build greater awareness of PPL, at least two workers learned about PPL from their employers who also provided the application forms.  Most reported significant cooperation and support from their employers.

PPL application and procedures are straightforward.  None of the workers reported any difficulties with the application process.  One called IRD to sort out how best to treat an employer’s paid leave and another noted that it is difficult to report gross wages since some employees are more aware of their after-tax income.  In terms of payments, one sole mother indicated she would have preferred to receive weekly payments as this was her accustomed method and would have helped her with budgeting.  

PPL payment amounts can be a hardship when lower than a worker’s income.  The PPL payment is not a full wage replacement, nor is it based on a percentage of an employee’s wages; rather, it is a payment up to a flat amount.   Thus, those earning at or below the flat amount effectively receive 100 percent wage replacement, those who earn higher amounts effectively receive less. Workers who earn above about NZ$17,500 (53 percent of the average female and male wages) receive less from PPL than they receive from their employer.  For those who experience a drop in income this can be difficult.  For example, a sole mother whose annual salary had been NZ$34,000 (after taxes) saw her income drop by NZ$500 each two weeks.  Another mother expects her income will drop in half.  

A drop in income can translate into housing dislocation and temporary moves. Most of the interviewed sole mothers had moved in with their families in order to reduce their rent burden. Among those who were ‘doubling up’ with family, the move was not seen as an ideal arrangement.  Rather, the living arrangement was viewed as a vehicle for saving money for a period of time.  Of the 9 interviewees, 5 noted that they had moved back in with family in order to address budget concerns; a 6th sole mother already was living with her brother and mother. 

Government agencies were typically helpful regarding their programs and services; however, information about and rules related to program interactions were sometimes problematic.  While interaction with the Inland Revenue Department (IRD) was well regarded by the interviewed mothers, it appears that sometimes IRD and available PPL materials do not communicate information about other entitlements.  For example, one PPL recipient explained that she had only been told recently about DPB benefits and she planned to apply.  Most of the sole mothers did not expect to begin or had not begun DPB until they had exhausted their PPL.   The Sickness Benefit may be used for pregnancy and pregnancy related illnesses.  One sole mother who had pregnancy complications received PPL and not the Sickness Benefit. The effect of this was that this sole mother was left with one week of PPL after her child was born; she then went on DPB.

	 
Child development and bonding were key reasons workers took leave and took leave longer than 12 weeks.  As one sole mother noted, “The first two years of a child’s life are really important. I thought about going back to work full-time but you miss out on a lot, especially at this age.  I want to spend time with him.  He may be the only child I have.”  While the interviewed mothers may differ on which early years are most important, they share a view that they want to be there for these critical times.  Another said, “The first year is the most important.  During the first year, that is when the baby will learn to walk.  If you go to work you miss out on bonding, and you need to establish that.  The fact that he recognizes me as his mum is very important.  I did not like the idea of putting him in day care so that he would have to deal with more than one care giver.  That would be confusing for him.”   A number of the interviewees mentioned the value of breastfeeding and one noted “I am feeding [the baby] naturally and in my job I would not be able to do that.”

Paid Parental Leave enabled these workers to take 12 weeks off with some income; those who take Paid Parental Leave may access more job-protected time off from work.   Five of the sole mothers took or planned to take 12 months off.   Two mothers planned to take longer:  a 35 year old sole mother who was the highest earner planned to take two years off; a worker whose contract provided for 18 months of job protection planned to take the full time allotted. The mother who only received DPB and not PPL took 4 months; the teen mother planned to take 8 months.


Domestic Purposes Benefits (DBP) enabled sole mothers’ to extend their work-leave. All of the 9 sole mothers had or expected to receive DPB benefits for differing lengths of time.  The sole mother who had been advised she was ineligible for PPL (she was told her due date preceded the start date of the PPL program) tapped DPB for 4 months.  Some sole mothers expected to use DPB for less than a year; others anticipated a longer time frame but were not certain.  One sole mother noted that she had been receiving DPB for a week and “I actually felt bad. I’m proud that I have been working for everything I got.  It was hard to do.”  At the same time she stated, “The fact that they were there is really good.” Another said “Being on the benefit was really hard.  I felt useless.”   One sole mother noted that she just had learned she could receive DPB at the same time as PPL; the others indicated that they would get DPB after PPL ended.

DPB enabled sole mothers to receive additional income and benefits but virtually all plan to return to work within a year.  For a number of the sole mothers, the DPB payments along with related assistance (e.g. accommodation supplements) meant that their income was higher on DBP than on PPL and/or their previous employment.  Nevertheless, those in this situation typically spoke of an interest in getting back to work even when financially staying at home generated more income.  One such sole mother expects to be back at her job when her child turns one.  Another sole mother who received more income while on assistance than she did while she was receiving PPL noted that “Even if all the benefits were higher than my salary I would go back to work at a year.” 

Of the sole mothers, 4 were taking or planning to undertake course work while receiving DPB.  The courses, generally less than a year in length,  ranged from a home correspondence program on interior decorating to programs for business degrees and home child care providers.  


Returning to the same employer was the goal of most of the sole mothers interviewed.  While 2 of the interviewees indicated that they likely would not return to the same employer, the other 7 noted that they planned to do so.  One of the 2 who did not plan to return to the same employer had originally intended to do so.  She had worked out an arrangement with her supervisor to job-share with another employee; however, her supervisor left and the new supervisor was not enthusiastic about the job-share plan.

Part-time work was often viewed favourably but for some it was not feasible.  While most of the sole mothers were not back at work and could only describe their intentions, there was often a hope for part-time work.  Of the nine sole mothers 3 were either back at full time work or expected to return to their full time jobs; of the 6 who wanted to work part-time, about half expressed a concern that it might not be financially feasible.  One sole mother who took leave for 4 months is back at work full-time; another expects to return to full-time work after an 18 month leave.  A sole mother who expects to go back to work full-time felt part-time work would be ideal but not financially feasible unless her partner decided to return.  Another noted that she expects to be working full-time by the time her child turns 2 or 2 ½ because otherwise she “won’t be able to get ahead.”  One sole mother whose position is part-time and who had wanted full-time work before she became pregnant said she is “content” with coming back to a part-time position “because it helps with balance.”


Child care costs were of concern to some workers but none worried about finding child care.  A number of the sole mothers had been investigating child care costs and others anticipated on relying on family members.   “Child care is expensive” noted one sole mother who also pointed out that costs can be greater if you work part-time because “Lots of child care providers require full time payment even if you use them part time.”  This would make it harder for to her have a part-time job. If child care were less expensive she might think about going back to work sooner than the 2 years she plans to take off from work, although she is not absolutely certain of that.   Another sole mother who had budgeted some numbers for child care was focused on how to get hours of care that matched her hours at work; she wondered particularly about the extra fees for non-standard hours of care at the centre where she expected to place her child.  Like many of the sole mothers with tight budgets and lots to juggle she simply asserted “I’ll just make it work”.  A few of the sole mothers expected that family members would provide care, particularly if they were working part time.


Paid Sick Days Leave:  Themes from Interviews with Workers

Interviews with 8 low-wage workers were undertaken to gain an appreciation of whether they had been able to access sick leave – either the statutory minimum or higher amounts that were part of their employment agreement. Further, workers were invited to report both the benefits and problems of their sick leave experiences with their employers and with their fellow colleagues.  With one exception, all of the interviewed workers had family incomes at or below NZ$30,000; the exception was a worker with several pre-school children who earned NZ$40,000 annually.   Five of the workers had school age children; the remaining 3 had children who were no longer dependents.


 The following provides some themes from the interviews.:

More than 5 days of sick leave, the statutory minimum, is available to some lower wage workers under work place contracts.  Of the 8 workers interviewed, 5 had access to more than 5 days of sick leave annually; union contracts often provided for carry over of unused sick days.  The remaining 3 workers were limited to 5 days (one was allowed to carry over unused sick leave from one year to the next).  


Supervisor discretion in some organizations allowed some workers to access more paid sick days than established through policy.   A number of the interviewed workers described supportive managers who advanced sick leave or allowed an employee to use time-in-lieu to count towards sick leave.  One worker who had been employed for seven years with the same firm asserted “my employer is to be complimented” for how flexible they had been in response to her recent illnesses.  When she contracted pneumonia and suffered subsequent relapses she was able to use her allotted 10 days, her annual leave, and an advance of 40 hours.   She expects to be able to give back the advance days when she comes into more annual leave over the next few months.  Decisions reached through supervisory discretion however, can change when supervisors change.  One worker whose son has a skin condition that requires grafting at the hospital had received extra days as paid sick leave days by a supervisor; however, when a new supervisor arrived he refused to allow her an advance on her sick days.  Another worker noted that in an earlier position in her career she was not allowed to use her holiday to cover for a sick day even though she had exhausted her sick days so she had to take unpaid days.  This happened when she worked in the rest home which was “very tough….I certainly don't want to work in a rest home anymore.”



Sickness is not uncommon among the interviewed workers.  Everyday illnesses by workers and/or their dependent children were common among the interviewees.  Some families have illnesses that exceed days negotiated under union agreements.  One employee uses up her 10 days of sick leave each year because of the times her epilepsy makes it impossible for her to function.  Her manager’s discretion provided her with 24 days this past year.  Another worker is dealing with cancer treatments that have led her to use 10 days in the last six months; she is allowed to tap her days in lieu and annual leave.  Others face exhausting their sick days due to the common illnesses their children experience.


Some workers perceive their colleagues as abusing sick days’ leave; others acknowledge “sickies” are taken but do not view this as a problem.  One employee said that if she had any unused sick days she would use them  because “It is easy, people just say they’re sick anyway and go to the doctor;  honestly, employees go to the doctor even if they’re feeling well, they just want a day off, yeah, so in order to get that day off, they are saying  they’re sick and they just go and see their doctors and say… got a headache, got a tummy bug, whatever, and so you just get the certificate...”

Another worker believes sick leave is abused by colleagues.  “I mean you are getting people who are ringing up and saying they are sick and you know they are not sick and using the sick day thing which I think is wrong, especially in our work, where it is really hard.  And you do get abuse of the system”

One worker quit his job because at his previous job two members of his team, whom he believed were not sick, were off for months; when their work was reallocated he felt he was overloaded and this ultimately drove him to get a new job.  The job provided for unlimited sick leave which he says “is a good policy.  When people abuse it, that is the problem.”  While the two staffers were gone for months, no temporary staff were hired to fill their positions because of budget problems in the agency.  They have now hired a contractor but can not hire on a full time basis because the two are still on staff.  While they had received a medical certification, the interviewee was not convinced that they were sick even though he acknowledged that they had been hard workers.

The medical certificate process is viewed as easy by some and costly by some.   One worker explained that getting the medical certificate can be expensive since “It costs something like 15 dollars, you know, to go in there and get a doctors certificate or to get a check up.  So I think it is expensive and that’s because you’re on a low income, but if you’re on a high income then you’re looking at NZ$30-40 for a consultation and then you’re looking at your prescription as well.  And it also depends how far away you live from the doctors, so you have to find your travel there and home again as well.”  She just found that she could ask the nurse to do the certification process and it “actually costs you nothing” except for transportation.  She also says the medical certificate can be faxed and sometimes the “doctor will take your word for it” so these things make the medical certificate process reasonable in her view.



Paid Parental Leave:  Themes from Interviews with Employers

Interviews regarding parental leave were conducted with 17 businesses.  Each of these businesses had about 50 employees, many with fewer than 20 employees as is typical in New Zealand. The firms ranged from clothing retailers to restaurants to a training organization. Most were in the hospitality industry with workers earning at the lower end of the wage scale.  The purpose of the interviews was to gain an understanding of these employers’ attitudes towards and their management of parental leave, including paid parental leave.  A number of the businesses had no experience or very little experience with PPL implementation.  This is in part because PPL is relatively new and also because PPL only affects employees as they become parents.  Thus, some smaller firms may never have an employee who takes up PPL. 


At the time of the interviews, the government announced plans to expand PPL to more workers by extending the allowable time off from 12 weeks up to 14 weeks.  It also proposed reducing employee tenure requirements from 12 months to 6 months; for such employees, jobs would be protected for the length of PPL but not the 12 months that are available to those with a year of tenure.   The employers were invited to comment on these proposals. 

The following provides some themes from interviews about PPL with small firms: 

Virtually all of the firms thought that the New Zealand PPL scheme was a good idea.  Employer support ranged from “extremely positive” since it helps avoid premature returns to work by employees to “absolutely” beneficial since it affirmed the organization’s own interest in promoting work-life balance. Several employers supported PPL because they believe it makes a contribution to retaining employees; at the same time, a few employers noted that retention is not a big issue for them.  Only one employer suggested that PPL was a bad idea.  This is because to get PPL, employees need to assert their intentions to return to the job – whether or not they actually plan to; the employer felt this created undue problem for employers. While PPL was otherwise widely supported, of the 17 firms, only 1 offered paid leave as a company policy prior to the 2002 law.  


General revenue (consolidated fund) financing of PPL is viewed positively by businesses some of which worry that the cost may be transferred to them at some point.  As one employer noted, being able to utilize taxpayer funds was “quite good” since it is “not penalizing the employer and is looking after the employee”.  Another said, “I’m pleased the employer contribution [in the original bill] did not fly…it is too interventionist to have an employer pool.  Small business already has a huge amount of compliance costs.”  These comments echo the findings of the Labour Department survey.  In the government survey, employers established that they would have viewed such costs as prohibitive (particularly for small businesses), and would have influenced their willingness to employ female staff in the future.  Gravitas Research and Strategy Limited (2003)    

Several of the employers expressed anxiety that the costs of PPL payments might eventually be placed directly on employers.  “PPL is good for employers because “at the moment … [employers] are not paying”.

One manager suggested that government should incentivize a company ‘top up’ of payments through a program of tax incentives or rebates.   If government mandated a ‘top up’ she thought this would prove politically problematic.  “Unfortunately,” she noted, “a mandated ‘top up’ would be viewed as a negative thing because of the make up and size of some businesses.  If there were a cost added to parental leave, this might at some point contribute to a negative attitude towards hiring women.”  

Employers who commented on the 6 month tenure proposal are critical of it; some worry that it may create “adverse selection” problems and others may worry because of misinformation about the scheme.  Nine of 10 employers who discussed the proposed tenure reduction from 12 to 6 months of employment objected to it.  Remarks included “It’s a bit crazy” and “definitely bad.”  Another explained that the drop in tenure “is too tough for a business since it takes 12 months or 18 months to get someone in a management position full trained.”  Three of the 9 employers worried that businesses might be subject to adverse selection i.e. the policy might encourage pregnant women to seek employment in order to access paid leave payments.  One of the three noted that a relative of hers had announced her intention to do just that.  An employer who opposed the drop in tenure asserted he “would hate to have people for 6 months and then out for a year…”  The reference to a year indicates that at least this employer erroneously believed the proposal would extend 12 months of job protection even to those workers who had been on the job for 6 months.  The one employer who supported reduced tenure said his support was contingent on the government continuing to finance the payments.  

Employers who commented on the extension of payments to 14 weeks either supported it or had no objections.  Three of the 9 employers who discussed the extension felt affirmatively about the idea.  The remaining 6 viewed the difference between 12 and 14 weeks of leave as not making much of a management difference.   Comments included “it is neither here nor there” and “it’s academic” and “it does not make a lot of difference.”

Smaller firms have fewer opportunities to interface with PPL.  Of the 17 interviewed firms, about half (8) had experience with PPL because a staff person had taken leave or was about to.  Experience with unpaid parental leave was also limited, even though unpaid leave has been available since 1987.  One clothing retailer with 6 employees noted “In all my 39 years in business there has never been a woman who has taken maternity leave…it just has not been something we’ve faced…and our employees are most often women.”  The owner of a 10 year old company noted that unpaid leave had presented no problems in the past because those who became got pregnant “left and decided not to come back.”   Of the firms that had not had experience with PPL, some were misinformed about its basic rules.  For example, one owner was unaware it was financed through general revenues and instead believed that funding was through levies on employers.  


Managing employee leave is never easy but is viewed as doable.  A first choice for an employer confronting leave is whether the work of the employee is to be redistributed, assigned to temporary staff, or put on hold.  The decision is often influenced by the role of the employee and the length of the leave.   Some employers expressed concern that keeping certain key jobs open e.g. a top chef is impossible and the provision that requires that a job be held open for 12 months is too difficult. This suggests that at least some employers may be unaware of the ability for an employer to indicate that a key position can not be held open. 

While keeping a job open for a year, particularly if a temporary hire proved to be a better than the regular employee,  troubled some employers, a number preferred the idea of a one year leave.  This is because finding temporary staff for 12 months rather than a shorter period is sometimes easier.

Managers often articulated that businesses should be able to handle the challenges of leave, independent of company size. Among the comments were: “If you value your employee, this small hiccup called PPL should not be a problem for businesses with under 50 employees” and parental leave is manageable because “everything is manageable.”   The absence of coverage for unpaid parental leave in U.S. firms with fewer than 50 employees was “incredible” to one employer and another noted that management is not the key issue question for the U.S. but instead “a bigger question is what kind of society you want to have.  If you want to have a humane society, [let a law] signal it.”





Managing Parental Leave:  the Tale of Two McDonalds

Two McDonalds’ franchisees, each with 35 employees, faced the same challenge- - parental leave by managers – but took two different approaches to the re-distribution of their work. One distributed the work of the absent employee among existing staff while the other “transferred-in” a manager.    

The redistribution approach to workload “put pressure on other managers.”  The franchisee decided not to hire a temporary person because of perceived risks in giving operational responsibilities to someone not intimately familiar with them. The franchisee explained “we had to muddle our way through our first PPL experience…now I have an understanding of what it means and what it is about.  If I knew five or six months in advance, I would train someone internally to take over her position.”   His manager took 3 months off and is back at work and “she is physically fine.  I credit her health to the time off.”   The manager who returned from parental leave is given time to express milk.

The “transfer-in” of a temporary staffer was, in contrast, a seamless way to cover the work of the manager on parental leave.  This franchisee, through word of mouth in the McDonalds’ community, heard about another manager who was made redundant.  He hired her temporarily to work the exact hours of the manager on leave.  He urges others to give high priority to the transfer-in approach.  The franchisee believes that PPL is a good thing for employees because “it guarantees that the mother, child, and family have no pressures to come to work early.”  It is good for employers because “the more you look after your staff, the better the retention.”  His management message to U.S. small businesses regarding leave is “If I was able to manage, they can manage…no problems at all.” 


Paid Sick Days Leave:  Themes from Interviews with Employers

Sick leave was discussed with the same 17 businesses which had been interviewed regarding Paid Parental Leave.  In contrast to the limited experience with PPL, each of these businesses had on-going experience with sick leave.  New sick leave policies that went into effect on April 2004 were discussed although most of the interviews occurred prior to implementation.  

The interviewed firms believe that the presence of a statute on sick days leave is beneficial.  All of the companies (13) which discussed the role of a law were supportive of it.  The reasons for support ranged from employee protection, to humaneness, to a level playing field for employers. A number emphasized that sick leave is a function of decency stating “from a human perspective it is nice to you know you won’t be punished for being ill” and “at the end of the day the employee is a person. A person will get sick.  A company, to survive, must recognize that reality.”   Another employer stated, “I don’t think all employers have their employees’ best interest at heart.  I have experienced enough inappropriate relationships to know that not all employees get a fair deal and a base expectation is an appropriate government role and employees and employers are allowed to build from there.”   The value of a common set of rules was explicitly valued by some employers who noted the law helped “Because otherwise some other places could afford to make it a perk” and “everyone is on the same playing field.” 

The businesses which provide higher wages tend to provide more sick days leave. Of the interviewed firms, 15 have polices which provide the statutory 5 days while 2 provide more.  These two firms were distinguished by having amongst the highest waged employees of the 17 companies.  “We want to be a fair and reasonable employer” explained one, which provides 10 days.  Of the 15 businesses which did not offer more days, some said they did not because “it should be sufficient” or because of the additional cost beyond what they already absorbed for sick leave.  Firms which did not have more days established through policy sometimes used their discretion to provide more paid leave for employees.  


 Abuse of sick leave is perceived to occur by most employers who also believe it is limited to a few employees.   While a few of the employers had no worries about sick leave and believed their employees only took leave appropriately, many perceive that a few employees take leave when they or a family member is not sick.  “We know as we get closer to the end of the year, we know employees are going to use sick days” explains one employer.  Another said that while “everyone gets sick, a portion of society will take advantage of anything.” The employers try different approaches to communicating with their employees about abuse because as one noted “a lax policy on sickness runs right through the business.”  The concern for business is “the chaos created with last minute call-ins.”  When a genuine illness sparks the chaos it is more reasonable then when someone is “swinging the lead” and pretending to be ill. 

Medical certification restrictions and procedures are a concern to some employers.  While few of the interviewed employers ever asked their employees for medical certification of illness prior to 3 days of absence, the new law’s restriction on doing so was troubling to a number of them.  These employers worried that the limitation on their ability to ask for documentation would increase the risk of employee abuse of sick leave. “Certain employees will abuse the fact and have two days off sick.”  With respect to the medical certificate itself, “it’s a joke” one employer explained since “they are not hard to obtain; general practitioners need a better understanding of the implications of handing out medical certificates.”  Another said doctors issue medical certificates “willy nilly.  It is not too difficult to get a medical certificate…if you want time off work you go to the doctor.”  When this employer told an employee to get a certificate he paid for the medical visit saying “that’s fair” when the employee expressed concern about the cost.   While employers seemed familiar with the new rules, at least one was unaware that medical certification could be requested of an employee absent on a Friday and Monday because the intervening days are countable.

Carry over of unused sick leave is more often viewed as a good idea or neutral.  Of the 10 employers who commented on the new carry-over provision, only one asserted an interest in the days being used up in each year.  The others thought “it is real insurance” or “it rewards those who face a misfortune”; at the same time, a number thought it had these advantages but also carried with it the potential “to use it as holidays.”  Some suggested that unused sick leave should be paid out as a bonus or in some way rewarded. 


The absence of a statutory sick leave law in the U.S. was viewed by New Zealand businesses with incredulity by most.  Of the 16 employers who commented on this matter, 2 viewed the U.S. position as beneficial in that it is “fantastic for the employer” and “definitely an incentive to work.”   The 14 remaining employers articulated views ranging from “I’m horrified” to “that’s very archaic” to “I think it is unproductive. To me it says that employers don’t see the value in allowing an employee sometime off to get well.”







Interviews with Workers 


Paid Parental Leave:  Sole Mothers


This section summarizes the roughly one hour interview sessions held with 9 sole mothers regarding their experience with Paid Parental Leave.  It includes one mother who did not receive Paid Parental Leave, perhaps because her baby was born around the time the new law went into effect and there was some misinformation regarding whether she was eligible.  The sole mothers were selected because they were without partners; one teenage mother with a partner was interviewed as her partner had no income.  The summaries begin with minimal demographic and employment information (to protect anonymity) and an “observation” section at the end captures highlights of the interviews. 

Sole Mother 1
 
Age:		mid twenties
Child:  	one year +
Employer:  	health sector
Work:		full-time
Wage:  	$33,500


Her partner wanted an abortion.  She did not.  

“Ideally, at first, I was looking at getting my son adopted to my parents.  I did not think I could handle it.  After I gave birth, nothing was more important than having my son.  Having my parents there is a good guide.”

She did not get PPL.  She was told by her mid-wife that she had just missed out on eligibility for Paid Parental Leave.  She went on an unpaid maternity leave for 4 months and during that time received Domestic Purposes Benefits at $260 a month.  The DPB payment took two weeks to start.  She was able to tap her annual leave until the DPB payments kicked in.  

“Being on the benefit was really hard.  I felt useless.  I was used to buying things I needed, not renting or lay-buy.  As a first time mother, the experience was a learning curve to focus on budgeting.  $260 will not last – it is not enough.”

“From my point of view, the PPL payment of $335 is not enough.  It’s $100 more than DPB, so economically, even if I’d been able to get it, I would have been back in 4 months.  If there was another income, like in a couple, the PPL amount could work.  If I had been flatting, I surely would have been evicted.”


She went back to full-time work after 4 months even though her job was guaranteed for a year.  

“At first it was very hard since I had just gotten into a routine with my son.  I was so used to being with my son.	  I always knew I would never be able to live on the benefits:  the money is not enough and I just don’t want to only be at home.  I always will be my son’s first teacher. Plunkett emphasizes that the first two years are really important.  My son is with his grandparents while I work.  I live with my parents.  Dad looks after my son during the day.  Then I’m at home.  Dad works at night.  Mom works during the day.”

She plans to use a creche when he is older but such child care can be expensive.

“When he turns two I plan to take him to the crèche.  There is one that is $175 per day; another is $200 per week.  I hope to connect with the Plunkett nurses to see if she knows about a good, but cheap, crèche.  I anticipate child care costs of $800 per month.  My take home wages are about $2000/month (after tax).  Child care is manageable since I’m living at home.  But, I don’t plan on staying at home long term.  I can’t rely on my parents all the time.  I’d rather start planning myself; becoming more independent rather than relying too heavily on my parents.”

Her former partner is not paying child support.  For the future, she is clear she does not want to have another child as a sole mother. 

OBSERVATIONS:	

	Circumstances:  The mother had considered putting child up for adoption; boyfriend wanted abortion 
	Assistance:  absence of PPL led mother to DPB benefits
	PPL eligibility:  mid-wife may have been misinformed about eligibility date 

PPL amount:  level is not much more than DPB; still would need to go back to work
	Unpaid leave:  took four months
	Ideal Leave:  Plunkett emphasizes that the first two years are really important.  
	Child Care: day care costs very high; relying on family now

********


Sole Mother 2

Age:		mid twenties
Child:  	under one  
Employer: 	government agency
Salary:  	$34,000 annually; after taxes: 


She is living with her parents and the baby.  Her mom works at the same government agency as she does.  Both of her parents work during the day so she does not have them to help with day time child care.  

Her mother helped her learn about PPL by going to the HR department of the agency at which they work.  Everyone was very helpful.  The form was simple to fill out and she had to get a letter from the HR department to submit to IRD. 

PPL was a “big drop” in income – about $500 less than her pay check.  It has not been a problem because she is living at home.  Also, it has not been a problem because the expenses for the infant have been minimal but they are growing as the baby is growing.

She currently is getting DPB benefits.  At her job she is eligible for 18 months of unpaid leave and she plans to take all of it.  

She had left work one month before the baby was born and the PPL benefits kicked in quickly.  She used up her annual leave.  She only recently learned that she could have gotten DPB at the same time as PPL.  She gets about $281 weekly from DPB.  If she named the father she would get an additional $20.  “That $20 means a lot now” but she is not sure who the father is.

She plans to go back to work full-time.   She is working out a budget and saving now so that she can get a flat and pay for child care.  “Things are getting too small at home.”

It helps that health care for the baby is free.  She has calculated that she can not spend more than $140 for a flat which would allow her to pay for food, nappies, hire purchases and would leave her with $20 for incidentals a week.  

She is less clear about future child care costs, particularly extra costs for care before and after the regular child care program. Her child is in a program now; she thinks the   cheapest program around would be less than $100 per week.  She expects that she will be able to get a WINZ subsidy.  She does not think that there are waiting lists.  The issue with the current child care setting is how to combine its hours with her work.  Day care does not start until 9:00 but she has to be at work at 8:00 and day care ends before she would get back.  “I’ll just make it work.”

DPB has been a good thing because she can study.  She is currently studying through a home correspondence course.  DPB gives a training allowance.  Her plan is to get a certificate showing that she passed the program of 20 lessons in one year.

DPB sets goals; they know she is going back to work.  DPB staff are helpful.  “Their customer services, considering the pressure they are under, are particularly impressive.”  One issue is that her case manager is new and has been losing some of her paperwork.

Her brother and sister in law are having a tough time because they are not getting PPL.  Her sister-in-law had been at her job for six months when she had the baby.  They had been trying to have a baby for a long time and had been told that they could not conceive.  So the pregnancy was totally unexpected; they were excited but shocked.  Her sister-in-law is staying home with the baby.  Her brother earns good money:  $600 per week so they can not get assistance.  While they have more money coming in they are having a harder time.  



OBSERVATIONS

	PPL Application:  easy
	PPL Income:	“big drop in income” manageable since living at home
	Agency: DPB staff helpful

DPB: DPB pays for study through the training allowance which is good and so is the goals setting
	Child Care: arrangements will be tricky.   She starts work at 8 AM and ends at 5; there are additional costs of pre and post care. “I’ll make it work”
	Ideal Leave:	In her work she is entitled to get18 months of unpaid leave and she plans to take it.
	Full time:  Expects to return to her full time position


********


Sole Mother 3

Age:		19 
Child:		under one
Employer: 	food retail
Hours:		36 /week
Wages:		$230/week ($around 9.25/hr)


She lives with her sister and her sister’s two younger children, along with her unemployed partner and the baby “so we don't have to pay rent, or as much rent and power and phone and everything like that.” Her partner qualifies for unemployment but would rather look for a job.  

The best thing about PPL is 

“probably the fact that you don't have to worry about getting on a benefit, it’s all sort of sorted out, you have to fill in a few forms and send it off…and you get your benefit instead of having to go to WINZ …”

Her PPL payments she perceived as slightly more than her salary.   But sometimes she came up short “so if I was ever short one week my family would help out.” If her family had not been around to help over the tough times “that would have been bad ‘cause it was more than just the money sort of thing, it was getting helped out and my sister has had 2 kids before so she gave me some clothes...”

A drawback about paid parental leave is the method of payment.  Specifically,

“you get paid fortnightly which suits some people but it didn’t really suit me because I’m used to being paid weekly so I can't make it last 2 weeks, so if they gave you a choice sort of thing, if they say you can either get paid fortnightly or weekly which one do you want, then that would be a lot better.”

When asked if she would prefer a weekly payment to having somebody work with her on how to make the money last two weeks she states, “Well, it probably would be better if someone would help me make the money last, because you can't exactly say I want it weekly, they’re only doing it fortnightly, so that probably would be better.”

Without PPL she expects she probably would have gone on DPB faster but she would want to take leave as long.  She has been on DPB for four weeks and finds the staff helpful. “They’re alright, they are quite helpful when they let you know what you’re entitled to and things, but sometimes its just a bit harder trying to get it, trying to prove that you do need it, you need heaps of stuff to prove that, you need like a food grant or something like that you need receipts, you need all this other stuff to show that you are entitled.”

She believes that leave from work is important as is nursing the baby. 

“I actually do think [leave] is quite important because you’ve got to take time off before the baby’s born to kind of rest and everything, and that’s a lot easier if you are getting money every fortnight, so you can start saving up for things and stocking up and stuff, and afterwards it’s even more important cause you want to be with your baby and nurse your baby and things like that.”

In terms of total time off, she thinks that ideally, 

“I reckon about eight months even, it’s quite a good time because you want to be around as much… and you don't want to miss out on things and even then after eight months I don't see myself going back to work fulltime, just part time until she’s in Kindy or whatever.” On part-time versus full-time return to work she says “part time definitely until she’s at school, but as soon as she’s at school back to fulltime. Maybe even a bit before age five ‘cause I’ve got my sister that can probably watch her for a few hours during the day and then my mum can watch her for a few hours so…

Becoming a teen parent “was a bit unexpected”; she had expected to start a course to …be a Kindergarten teacher or a Primary School teacher or something like that, so I’ve still definitely got that planned.”  In addition, “since I’m actually still quite young, I’m not thinking of having another child for about another 6 years, some people say that might be a bit bad on the baby, but she’s got cousins that are the same age as her pretty much so she’s always going to have someone to grow up with and play with and everything and later on she’ll have a little brother or sister or something like that.  But it’s not going to be for a while.”

Her primary source of information on PPL was her mother who “went onto the internet and printed out some forms for me to fill in and give to my employer, and just sort it out from there.” She recommends “letting more people know about PPL.”

If she could tell Prime Minister Helen Clark something about paid parental leave, her message would be “That it’s a really good idea and it helps out mothers a lot and it’s just a really good thing to have.”


OBSERVATIONS:   

	Extended family:  relying on family for living arrangement
	Child care:  hopes to tap family in the future
	Assistance: on DPB
	PPL value:  PPL was important, immediate

PPL application:   relatively simple to access
	PPL awareness:  unaware of PPL; mother aware: urges greater awareness of PPL
	Return to employer:  not necessarily going to return to current employer but may take course
	Ideal leave:  8 months
	Part time:  plans to return to full time probably when child close to 5, maybe a bit sooner if child care through family is possible


********

Sole Mother 4

Age:		mid 30’s
Child:  	under one 
Employer: 	services firm 
Salary:  	$40,000 annually after taxes; $1,200 fortnightly


She had been employed 5 ½ years by her company which is Australian-based.  The company provided full pay for six weeks of parental leave which is their policy both in Australia and New Zealand. 

In her 8th month, she took four weeks annual leave.  Then she used the six weeks of full pay from the company; she could have gotten that as a lump sum but opted for payment to follow her regular pay check pattern.  When this ended, PPL picked up.

She was aware of PPL through friends, word of mouth, (not her doctor) and a cousin who worked in government.  

The application process was okay but she had to meet with someone from IRD because a part of the form was confusing – she was trying to determine how to use her company’s paid leave.  IRD also discussed the parental tax credit but assessed PPL as better for her.  

PPL income was substantially lower than her salary.  She had worked on a budget aware of this difference.  Budget concerns led her to live with sister and then move out 3 weeks before the baby was due.   She took a flat; her budget was helped by gifts given to baby and she has not yet had to buy clothes. 

She now receives DPB of $253 and gets some additional help too – an accommodation supplement.   She started getting this when PPL ran out. “It has been hard.  The drop in income.  Living in the flat was too hard…could not save at all.  Now I’m living with dad.”
 
It is unlikely she will return to her employer.  With her boss, there had been a discussion about job sharing with another employee who took leave but that boss is gone and the new boss does not want to allow the job sharing approach.  

She is looking into taking a child care course so she could care for her son and a couple of other children at home.  The course is one day a week for 20 weeks.  They have child care on site. WINZ will pay for the child care course.  She wants to get off assistance by the time her son turns two years. WINZ staff are helpful. Her case manager helped her learn about other benefits but did not help her find the course – she did that.  WINZ says it is ok to pay for the course if it leads to a job.

Child care is expensive.  Lots of child care providers require full time payment even if you use them part time. Child care costs about $200 a week (possibly $150).  She is unaware of subsidies for working parents.  There are few slots for infants and infants cost more. If child care were available at $400 a month instead of $800 that might help in getting back to work sooner; but she is not sure.  Still not clear about making it.  If a part time job does not get her enough income, will go back full time. 

She expects that when her son turns two, she will return to work.  It is important to spend time with the child – this may be her only child and the early years are important.   PPL is good because the option not to go back to work right away is good. “The first two years of a child’s life a really important.”

PPL has been very helpful.  “It probably is best for a couple where they drop back to one wage.  I would have had to move back home earlier if I had had no aid.  PPL helped me to be more independent, I think doing things on my own is best, I don’t have to rely on people and I make my own decisions.  I like to only ask for help if I really need it.”



OBSERVATIONS:  

	PPL value:  “the option not to go back to work right away is good. The first two years of a child’s life a really important” and “PPL helped me to be more independent, I think doing things on my own is best, I don’t have to rely on people and make my own decisions.  I like to only ask for help if I really need it” 
	PPL: Enjoyed paid leave from firm in addition to PPL

Extended Family:   “It has been hard.  The drop in income.  Living in the flat was too hard…could not save at all.  Now living with dad”
	Income: Effective cut in income effected living arrangement
	Agency: IRD helpful; WINZ staff helpful; did not help find training program but will help pay for it
	Supervisor Change: Plan to returned to job with a job-share; supervisor changed and new supervisor does not want the job share.
	Ideal leave:  Current thinking is two years
	Child Care: Child care is expensive, especially if you want to work part-time; lots of child care providers require full time payments even if you need part time child care
	Part time: Full-time work may be the only answer but would prefer part time


********

Sole Mother 5

Age:		late 20s
Child:   	under one
Employer:  	retail
Salary:  	$423 (net $301) full-time

She lived with a partner on two incomes until the baby came along…he moved out when he could not handle the pressure of a long commute (an hour each way) and long hours.  His job was a 12 hour per day job and his commute added another hour each way.  Now he lives near his work.  She hopes that at some point he will decide he can return. 

The baby was not planned.  She had been with her partner for 18 months.  Her original plan had been to have a child around the time she was 33 or 34 since she just bought a house a year ago.  By then she would have paid off the house and then be ready for having a child. 

Her employer of 7 ½ years was quite supportive of her taking the leave.   The employer is interested in having her back…he is trying to work things around her and trying to make things work out for the other employees too.

Her PPL payments began before the baby arrived since she was experiencing contractions at 27 weeks.  She had to leave work earlier than anticipated because she was on her feet all day and there was a risk.  It turned out that the baby actually came late. So, since she tapped into PPL before the baby was born, she actually received only one PPL payment after the baby was born.

It is “very important” to her to take off work after the baby and she notes “I am so glad the option is there.”  “PPL was such a financial weight off my shoulder, I probably I would have gone into labour early with her…probably why she was long was because the weight was off my shoulder…it was better for her.” She also views that time at home with the baby is better than “having to be pushed back to work.  I had friends who chose to go back after one month.  I’ve been taken by surprise…I enjoy being with her.  I am feeding her naturally and in my job I would not be able to do that.”  In her view, 12 weeks is very short and 4-5 months would be ideal.  She thinks she wants to breastfeed at least 4 months and notes that 6 months is recommended.

Her boss is the one who brought her the information and the forms for PPL.  She had heard about PPL but did not know where to find more information.  The application process was relatively simple for both her and her boss. The hardest part was determining the yearly gross pay; it would have been easier if the question was about weekly income after tax.    Within three weeks she had heard back from IRD; all she had to do was write down her bank account number and after the letter of confirmation, the deposits went straight into her account.  

She plans on taking a year off and is receiving DPB payments now.  On DPB she receives more income than she did when she was working.  She really hopes her partner “will come to his senses and come home”.  

With respect to going back to her old job she recently talked with her employer.  If her partner returns she ideally would like to go back to work part-time.  This could work out well if the replacement staffer also wanted the position to be a part-time position since that way “we can both get what we want.”  

She has not yet focused on the costs of returning to work.  If she goes back to work for 2 days a week, she is hopeful she can get free care giving for those days. 

Her PPL payments were $550 a fortnight.  She also used her holiday pay. Her DBP payments (after taxes) are $275 weekly; 550 a fortnight. 

She applied 3 weeks ago for the DPB benefits.  The benefits started last week and she notes “I actually felt bad. I’m proud that I have been working for everything I got.  It was hard to do.  The fact that they were there is really good.  Otherwise, I’d be really stressed right now.  I had been had on a training benefit when I was 18…instead of getting a student loan, I was paid to do a course.  With DPB…shortly I have to do a goal setting course to set on what your future goals are and steps of getting there.  It’s a hiccup in my system.  My intention is if my partner does not come back, that I will have to go back to work fulltime.  I would rather work and struggle.  If worst comes to worst I can go back to the job.  I hope that it will work out and I can go part time.”

Regarding suggestions on how to improve PPL she thinks more time would be helpful and suggested 4 months.  In addition, more information would be good:  “I had no idea how to get it.  Work contracts should have the information.”

OBSERVATIONS


	PPL value:  “PPL was such a financial weight off my shoulder, I probably I would have gone into labour early with her…probably why she was long was because the weight was off my shoulder…it was better for her.”
	PPL awareness:  employer provided the application; she had been unaware

PPL application:   relatively simple
Assistance: On DPB “I actually felt bad. I’m proud that I have been working for everything I got.  It was hard to do.  The fact that they were there is really good.  Otherwise, I’d be really stressed right now”
	Income:  DPB and PPL not much difference
Sickness Benefit:  tapped PPL and not Sickness Benefit so had one week of PPL at time of birth
	Return to employer:  plans to return; perhaps share a position
	Child care:  hopes to tap family in the future
	Ideal leave:  plans to take one year
	Part time:  would like to return part-time but thinks she may need to go back full-time 



********

Sole Mother 6 


Age:		Early 30s
Child:   	under one
Employer:  	government agency
Salary:  	$35000 annually; $1080 fortnightly, after taxes


She learned she was pregnant the day she gave birth. She had not felt differently while pregnant.  She worked up to the point that she had the child.  Her employer was supportive of her taking the leave and her manager came to the hospital.  She stayed in the hospital for 10 days not because of the baby but because she herself had high blood pressure that needed to be addressed.   


Her manager suggested she get PPL.  However, when she saw the payment amount, it “cut me off.  It doesn’t work toward my budget. If I’d known ahead [about the baby] I would have been able to plan…I like to organize before hand.”    The application was straightforward; her manager set it all up and brought all the forms over.  Payments started right away.  

She receives a PPL payment of $551.16 fortnightly; in contrast her fortnightly wages were $1080.  She plans to go on DPB when PPL expires.

Budgeting is a critical issue.  Last year she had gotten budget advice from the citizens’ advice bureau which has set up debt payments.  She went back to the advice bureau and told them about PPL and found out about family assistance (they are checking into whether there can be back payments made) “I know what I am owing.  After 12 weeks, I’m entitled to DPB; while I’m on PPL, I can get Family Assistance.”

If there were no PPL, she would have gone on DBP sooner.  “DBP is $200 or so weekly.  An accommodation supplement also comes along.  Also there is a special benefit.    Would have been a little bit more.  Not as much as I get from work.  Even if all the benefits were higher than my salary I would go back to work at a year.” 

She notes, “Ideally, I would have wanted to be married and then have a kid.  We would have been both working and everything would have been in its place. The so-called partner…he doesn’t exist to me.”

She was not aware about whether DPB payment levels were impacted by whether or not the father was identified for child support payments.   

She plans to take off a year.  At that point “I’d rather have my child go to a crèche to be with other kids.  A kid should explore. I’ve learnt from my friends at work, when they stay at home they find they are not financially secure.  I don’t want to think the money is the real issue.  The money will fall in its place.  I also have support from family and friends; but I don’t want to be reliant on them which is why I want to work for me and my daughter.  I’m not going to be at this home all my life.  I want to think forward.  I’m glad I have experience from work that helps me with my priorities.  At work you learn to organize yourself.  I’m quite fortunate to have a good job; I don’t want to be off work; I want my daughter to know that I am responsible.”

She plans to return to her exact position on a full time basis.  At her job, two solo mothers who are older are at work full-time.  Her employers have hired a temporary replacement for her position. .  She is looking into her child care options that will work within her budget.  She is aware of a crèche that is cheaper than other places; she has not heard that there are problems finding child care or being on wait-lists. The Citizens Advice Bureau gives its clients places to ring up.  

OBSERVATIONS

	PPL value:  If she did not get PPL, she would have gotten onto DBP sooner
	PPL awareness:  She knew about it

PPL application:   Employer brought her the forms
Assistance:  She expects to go on DBP
Income:  While DBP and other benefits may total more that PPL  “It is not as much as I get from work.  Even if all the benefits were higher than my salary I would go back to work at a year.”  The PPL amount “cut her off” since it did not match her budget and since she had been unaware of the baby, she had been unable to plan for the cut
Return to employer:  She plans to return
Child care:  She is investigating options within her budget; Citizens Advice Bureau may help
	Ideal leave:   She expects to use her full one year entitlement
	Part time:  She plans to return to her position on a full time basis


********
Sole Mother 7



Age:		mid 20s
Child:   	one year + 
Employer:  	food retail		
Salary:  	$32,000; full-time


When she worked abroad she had earned $45,000 annually but she decided that she wanted to come home to New Zealand.  She had the baby and has returned to the same job part-time.  She works between 8-12 hours a week and her shift is from early evening to close to midnight.  She works three nights a week.  She gets home late and the baby is up at night so that is hard. She is thinking of taking a day shift.  That would be between 8:00-3:00.    It is probably not possible at the moment. 

Regarding day care, she has found out about casual care where she can drop the baby off for an afternoon for a break.  But she hasn’t really looked into child care.  When she works now her mother comes over and if her mother is not available she could ask her grandmother.  There is no child care available at night.  “If I advertised for a baby sitter, that might be the only way.”

For her it is “pretty crucial” to take off time after the baby because of “the bonding, getting yourself back into order before returning.  As a solo mother, you have quite a bit to deal with on your own.  You’re never prepared no matter how much you read.  It is really important to get yourself back into a routine before you go back to work.”

She thinks that the ideal time off is between 8-12 months because it was her experience that you need the time to get “yourself into the routine” and “get your mind right again.  You don’t want to start work and say I don’t want to be here.”

“When I fell pregnant it was a shock” but having the baby was “the best thing I’ve ever done.”  “I love my work.  I have a career that I can easily go back to when he is older.”

She learned about PPL from her employer. He basically approached her about it and asked if she would like to take PPL – he then gave her all the information on it.  The application process was “quite easy.”  She finished work at 8 months and the payments started before the birth.  The funds were deposited right into her account. 


Her employer “basically did not want to lose me, he wanted me to come back.  I was head chef at the time.”  In fact she helped him out on occasion by working for free a few times when the baby was just a few months old.  “When I decided when the baby was 4-5 months that I wanted to come back part-time he got nasty but that was probably a time he was going through a lot since he was deciding whether to sell.”  The new owner has hired her.  Being back at work is working out well.

If there were no Paid Parental Leave… “I would not have been able to survive…I would have had to put the baby straight into day care…or I would have gone straight into DPB”
When she had been working she received $ 492 weekly after taxes; while on PPL she received $ 190 weekly and no other benefits. “PPL was such a financial weight off my shoulder, I probably I would have gone into labour early with her…probably why she was long was because the weight was off my shoulder…it was better for her.” it was non-existent basically, trying to get clothes, I got lucky because I got given quite a few things” The only way “I made it because I moved in with my mom.  I stayed with her for six months.” 

Currently she receives DPB benefits of $280 a week which includes a $50 housing allowance; a child support payment through IRD of $98 and from the part-time job somewhere between $80-$150 in take home pay.  The “extra $40 from work is helping with nappies and formula.” She began receiving DPB about 3 months after the baby was born.  She notes that “DBP is really good …they can help with child care…they will pay a percentage of the cost.  Up to $25 a week.  They also have special benefits, for example, I was still paying off my car…they helped with that…helped with furniture…I borrowed $400 for bond to get into the place…I pay back at $5 per week.”  

She plans that when her child is about 2 or 2 ½ she will go back to work full time.  Otherwise she won’t be able to “get ahead.”  She expects she will be able to manage this by doing mainly night time work; that way she will have the day to rest from work.  

OBSERVATIONS

	PPL value:  	“I would not have been able to survive [without PPL]…I would have had to put the baby straight into day care…or I would have gone straight into DPB”
PPL awareness:    Her employer told her about PPL

PPL application:   	OK
Assistance:  		Receiving DPB
Income:  		When working it was $492; PPL was $190; $DPB is more
Return to employer:  	Yes
Child care:   		Will rely on family mostly; no night child care
	Ideal leave:   		About a year
	Part time:  		Working part time now; full time when child 2 or 2 1/2


********



Sole Mother 8

Age:		late 20s
Child:		under one
Employer: 	retail	
Wages:		$460 gross a week; taxes were $153	


She had worked for her employer for 5 years and 3 months and the employer was quite supportive of her leave; for example “she helped me with the job when I was pregnant, and she decreased the work load.  She was generous in reducing the hours to part time especially as she paid full time.  It was the goodness of her heart.”  The employer had about a dozen employees.


Taking time off from work after a baby is “Very important.  I could not be one of those persons who had a baby and go back after a few weeks.  The first year is the most important.  During the first year, that is when the baby will learn to walk.  If you go to work you miss out on bonding, need to establish that.  The fact that he recognizes me as his mum is very important.  I did not like the idea of putting him in day care so that he would have to deal with more than one care giver.  Confusing for him.  I want to be there for his important milestones.”

What’s most important in the time off is “Spending time with my son.  It’s quite weird not working.  You get used to it.  The quality time with my son, the fact that I’m spending more time with my family as well and friends – they are quite involved with the baby as well.  Because we are all in the older age bracket, slowly settling down.  I’m the first of my set of friends to settle down with a baby; he is my parents’ first grandchild.”

“I plan to take a year off – I hope to.  At this stage we had agreed on six months.  But the baby did not arrive when he was supposed to.  I had a caesarean.  My boss said that I won’t know until I have the baby what I want to do.  She is prepared for me to resign.  I know I have the year to make up my mind.  It’s up to me…the job is open for year.  My employer has to keep it open.”  The employer would like her to go back.  

She is “Really enjoying being a mom.  I also have a chance to carry on with study.  I had been studying full time then I got the job.  Now that I’m not working, DPB will help pay for my study.  This would be a good opportunity.  I have our routine down.  I’m studying for a diploma in business and would incorporate a certificate into human resources.  I would like to carry on and do a degree in business.” She had worked at a previous job that she really loved because she was helping to run the business. 

The pregnancy was not planned and the father is “not involved, unfortunately.  If we had stayed together, it is a good option for parents to split parental leave. I think the mother should stay at home but quite often the dad is overlooked and forgotten about.”  

If there had not been Paid Parental Leave she is “not sure what would have happened; she probably would have gone for help from WINZ sooner.  It might have made things harder with work.  The 12 month unpaid job protection is important.” She notes that “The amount that they give you…is a lot less than what I was earning.  I was worried that I could not cope financially.  It was not as bad as I thought.  I had holiday pay that was paid out.  I had some money put away.  I also saved some money.  My initial concern was that I could not stay at home full time.” She applied for DPB around the time PPL was due to run out.     She has now had one week of experience with DBP.

While working she earned $353 or $280 a week (after taxes).  From WINZ she received $86 special benefit prior to birth and a $28 accommodation allowance.  She understood that receipt of PPL meant that she could not get the Sickness Benefit.   On PPL she received $560 fortnightly and from DPB now she gets $315 plus $55 for accommodation plus $22 once paternity process started.  This means that between DPB and other assistance she is better off staying at home…but at DPB “they know I will go back to work.  I am willing to go back to work and to study and improve my skills.” 

About child care and the future she explains, “Being a solo parent, I am eligible for child care subsidies…I pay what the government doesn’t.  I haven’t looked at the figures.  I won’t go back to work full time until son is 5 and in school.   I want flexible hours.  I want to provide for my son, but I also want to spend time with him as well.  I don’t want someone else taking care of my son full time.  I’ll explore child care options.” 


OBSERVATIONS

	PPL value:  if she did not have PPL probably would have gone to WIN sooner.  “The amount that they give you…is a lot less than what I was earning.  I was worried that I could not cope financially.  It was not as bad as I thought.  
	PPL awareness:  doctor gave her the forms

PPL application:   simple
Assistance:  receiving DPB and plans to study towards a business degree
Income:  Income from DPB is higher than PPL and income is higher staying at home but she plans to go back to work
Return to employer: expects to return; had originally discussed 6 months but now a year  
Child care:  expects to receive subsidized care as a sole parent
	Ideal leave:  one year “The first year is the most important.  During the first year, that is when the baby will learn to walk.  If you go to work you miss out on bonding, need to establish that.  The fact that he recognizes me as his mum is very important.”
	Part time:  expects to work part time until child is 5


********


Sole Mother 9


Age:		mid 30s
Child:		[late pregnancy]
Employer: 	services firm
Salary:		$38-40,000 before taxes; 30 hours a week


Her employer of 16 months has been “extremely supportive” in light of her “circumstances.”  It turns out that she and her several-year partner went to the pregnancy test together; it came back positive but two days later, he never came back.  She has not heard from him since.  “It’s scary to try and think about how to get work-life balance as a solo mom”

Everyone in the office is supportive – not just her supervisor but the entire operation.   She plans to return to her position in a year and has had discussions with her employer about this.  She thinks they would be supportive even if she were not returning. They expect to hire a temporary replacement for the year.  

Currently she is flatting but when the baby comes she will no longer be able to afford it so she plans to move back with her parents for about 6 or more months.  “I love my job.  I look forward to going back even though I haven’t even had the baby yet.”  

She was aware of PPL from friends but she learned more when she went to the HR Advisor at her firm.  It turns out that her firm offers paid leave for those employees who have been with the firm for 3 years but she does not have enough tenure.   The PPL application was straightforward.  She will be on unpaid leave for 9 months.  

She expects she will get $300 weekly from PPL.  Currently she takes home $600 weekly, after taxes.

She has looked into budgeting which is why she knows she will be moving back in with her parents.  She will pay her parents some amount but it will be lots cheaper than her current situation in which she pays $160 weekly for the flat.    If she pays her parents about $100 a week that will leave her about $800 month from PPL.  “I’d like more but that’s just life…I’ll have to live within the boundaries.”

She has investigated DPB and plans to apply for it around the time the baby is born so she can get it right after PPL ends.  She expects she would get around $235 a week plus some other assistance.  She will be putting the father’s name on the birth certificate and telling WIN his name but she does not know where he is so he will not be providing child support.  WIN mentioned accommodation assistance which would be minimal while she lives with her parents but could be more when she moves out if she is still on DPB.  


When she returns to work she expects that her flat would run around $200 and child care would cost between $200-$250 depending on whether she had to pay for full time care (if they would not allow her to pay for part time).  She hasn’t looked into facilities since she does not know exactly where she’d be located – although it would likely be farther out than now; right now she has a short walk to work.  

Her current job is part-time and she is “content” with coming back to part-time work because it helps with “balance.”  She is very “passionate about work” and would not want to lose the job or do something else just to make more money if she did not love it.

In the future “things are going to be very hard financially for me; very tight”  “I think a earn a humble wage and I can’t save a whole to put away for the baby”

She has no problem applying for DPB.  She is unaware of any requirements that they may make of her.

She plans to take a year off so the baby “will benefit in the long run.”  “I’m going to work until I’m 90” and the “one year is important for the mother-child bonding aspect.”  In child care “the baby will have a chance for social interaction which is good.  It will be a difficult transition for the both of us.” She has had friends with husbands/partners who have stopped working altogether for five years. “I only have one year.”

She asserts that “PPL is extremely important.  Every little cent, every little dollar makes a big difference.  I think it is a really positive thing for all parties…for people like me, for the child, for my employer.  It’s long overdue.”



OBSERVATIONS

	PPL value:  “PPL is extremely important.  Every little cent, every little dollar makes a big difference.  I think it is a really positive thing for all parties…for people like me, for the child, for my employer.  It’s long overdue.”

	PPL awareness:   She had heard about it from friends; HR office helpful

PPL application:   straightforward
Assistance:  she will apply for DPB; the amount will be close to PPL with the grant along with other assistance
	Extended family:  she will live with her parents to save money during leave
	Income:  Her income while on PPL will drop in half
Return to employer:  she expects to return 
Child care:  she is beginning to investigate; some places charge for full time even if used only part time
	Ideal leave:   she expects to take the one year
	Part time:  she will return to her part-time position; even if she had the option for full-time, she would like part-time and hopes that it will work out


Interviews with Workers:
Paid Sick Days Leave


This section summarizes the interviews with 8 low wage workers regarding their experiences with sick days leave.  The workers addressed sick leave that they used for themselves as well as for family members.  Some also spoke about the impact of sick leave taken by their colleagues.  



Low Wage Worker 1		
Children:		school age children (living separately)
Title:  			full-time health care service provider
Wage:  		$24,000			 

She’s been with the company for three years.  The business provides cleaning and hospital porters.  She started out as a casual worker and was ineligible for sick leave since she worked only one day a week for about eight hours.  

The union negotiated sick leave beyond the statutory requirement.  In 2002, seven rather than the statutory 5 days of paid sick leave was available.  A newer contract provides for 8 days and allows for up to 40 days of accrual.  

She is having difficulty accessing the paid sick leave.  This had not been a problem with the previous supervisor.  In fact, the previous supervisor advocated with office to allow her to take a total of 14 days sick leave as paid.  Most of these days were needed to be with her son who has a skin condition that requires grafting at the hospital.  This son is one of four children under the age of 16.

The new supervisor asserts that if an employee uses up the allotted 8 days in a year, then access to paid leave does not begin until after a 3 month period that follows the employee’s hiring anniversary.     So, the supervisor is currently weighing her request for an advance on sick leave since her son goes into the hospital a week before the 3 month wait period expires.  So far in 2004, she has had to use up 7 of her annual leave days to address her child’s illness. 

She believes that the supervisor tries to be fair.  At the same time, it is difficult for her.  

The medical certificate that is required after 3 days is not difficult to get.  She has a community services card so visits cost $20 for the 10 year old. 



OBSERVATIONS: 


	Supervisor discretion can mean changed treatment of the same person if the supervisor changes;

Some families have serious, on-going illnesses that exceed even union negotiated agreements
********


Low Wage Worker 2 

Age: 		mid 40s
Children: 	five – two dependents at home
Title:		services team


She has worked for the organization for 7 years and works part-time: 30 hours a week.
Part-time work helps because “I like to be at home when they go to school, and I like to be home when they come home from school, so the hours suit me really fine.”

Previously she was contracted out full time (40 hours) for a cleaning company. “They were a private company, it was a married couple and they had a contract that employed workers to go in there and do the cleaning. I was getting $12.50 an hour from them.   Then we lost quite a few contracts so our pay was dropped, it was dropped then, us being so naïve we just accepted it, I think because our self esteem was pretty low in  finding another job, so anyway it didn’t really matter, cause we were laid off anyway because they lost the contract, so that was a big blow.”

Prior full time employment included “work in factories, I was a sewing machinist, I have had various jobs …What I did then was transfer from day shift to night shift and I had my partner, you see, to look after [the children] at night while I worked.  And during the day I was home, and he worked. It was tough, but in order to keep a roof over our heads it had to be done.  It worked pretty well.” 

Paid sick leave days total 7.  A doctor’s certificate is required upon illness. She describes the process at follows: “What I usually do is go in there when I am sick and then they will let me know how many days I can have off.  So the certificate is written out there and then, if you have 1 day, if they have allowed you 1 day, then that’s all you have off.  But 3 days they’ll put down 3 days.  So it depends on when the doctor assesses you and says okay you need more than 24 hours to recover, you need 48 hours, so they will give you  2 days.

Regarding whether it is ever hard to get in to see the doctor for the 1st day she notes: 
“sometimes yeah, especially when you’ve just come down with it, and they’re pretty booked up, so yeah, it is but usually we just tell the nurse, you know, the nurse I use and I say I really just want a certificate and the  nurse usually writes it out.  The nurse usually will assess you and just gain the doctors signature for the document.

She views getting the medical certificate “as expensive” noting: “It costs something like 15 dollars, you know, to go in there and get a doctors certificate or to get a check up.  So I think it is expensive and that’s because you’re on a low income, but if you’re on a high income then you’re looking at 30-40 dollars for a consultation and then you’re looking at your prescription as well.  And it also depends how far away you live from the doctors, so you have to find your travel there and home again as well.”

In her organization she is aware that some staff sometimes return without a certificate.  In those situations, the staff gets paid but “ they lose that day for sick, they have already used a day up as sick leave, yeah, so it is paid leave as well, sick leave as well without the certificate, yeah.  I’ve been off a few times, like 1 day sick and have never come in with a certificate, but its taken off at the end of the year, like you know, you’re only entitled to so many days, so its taken off, so if you do come down really sick one time and you need to take a week or so off work, that would be unpaid.” 

Her children are pretty healthy and she notes that “I have only taken 1 day this year, because one of them had a tummy ache, and that one, that’s the youngest one that very seldom complains about being sick, so when he does complain about being sick he is sick, whereas my older one he would try and get out of school, put on the big act, you know, cry wolf, I say read that book you cry wolf.

She exhausted her sick leave in this job on one occasion.  “We have about 3 weeks off as annual leave and because I used up the tangihanga (bereavement) and sick leave it went into my annual leave time, so I had to come back 2 to 3 days earlier because I used up all that time.  Otherwise if I didn’t, then it would have been 3 days without pay.”

She has no problems with her current employer but previously found employers “very strict.”   She feels this was because of size.  She explains that “because they were a bigger firm and there was no flexibility there, if you were away for a day on sick, you had to have that certificate otherwise you wouldn’t get paid.  Or they wouldn’t deduct it from other areas, like your annual leave.”  They would not allow the use of annual leave for a sick day “Probably because that is when they closed the factory down.”

In her current job, there is a time in lieu policy. “When we work the weekends, we take it off in time in lieu as well, we don't have too, you can save it up, but I think they have put a new procedure now where it has got to be used up within 3 or 6 months.

Her time in lieu days she does not necessarily use as sick leave, rather: “I usually just take a day off, or I feel like finishing early, cause I need to do something, so I’ve used them in those ways, as long as our co-ordinator knows.  Also one other thing that is our responsibility as a worker is that we need to keep track of time in lieu and our sick leave as well, we need to keep track of those things, so we know where we are at as well and our co-ordinator keeps a record of all of it as well.  She doesn’t know we’re doing overtime, if we don't tell them or put it down in our worksheet that we’re doing overtime, she’s not going to know, so when it comes to us taking a day off a couple of hours earlier, she will look through our file, and if its not there, then she won’t consider it, cause its not there, we haven’t put it in.”

The difference with the current organization and previous employer is that to go back to work at the previous employer you needed to “have that certificate when you come back to work.”  She thinks verification is fair “yeah, I think it is a fair thing to do otherwise how would they keep track of what’s going on, you know.”

She does not think people “abuse” sick leave “well, not really because at the end of the day if they had used up too much of their leave, sick leave, what happens is that when you get your holiday pay at the end of the year, its deducted from your holiday pay” although they might be able to get away with 5 days.”


The medical certificate is less of a burden with the nurse signing it 

“Cause if you get the nurse to fill it out, to assess you, and fill it out the doctor has just got to sign it, well your not paying for consultation then, with the nurse, only for the doctor, and that’s one thing I discovered last year, I didn’t realise that the nurse could do it.”  She asserts that “Actually it costs you nothing… the only cost that costs you is getting to the doctor… Well, I suppose if you haven’t got a car it is pretty hard, and you’re not well, that means you’ve got to use the public transport ….”

No one told her that seeing a nurse was free, instead “it was by fluke how I found out that the nurse, if you see a nurse for it, it’s free. Even to get a repeat on prescription, rather than going through the consultation from the doctor, you know.”

She believes the medical certificate process is reasonable, because of the nurse and because sometimes the certificate can be faxed and “Cause sometimes you can even tell the doctor, you know, I don't feel well, I need at least 2 to 3 days off, and the doctor will take your word for it and put that down on the certificate, 3 days off sick leave.”

Regarding carry over of sick days and whether she would want to stay with an employer with whom she had accumulated such leave she says she would use them instead.  Even if she were not sick she believes she would use them  because “It is easy, people just say they’re sick anyway and go to the doctor, it is, honestly employees go to the doctor even if they’re feeling well, they just want a day off, yeah, so in order to get that day off, they are saying  they’re sick and they just go and see their doctors and say, look I’m not feeling… got a headache, got a tummy bug, whatever, and so you just get the certificate or if you’re like some outfits you can ring up and just say I’m not going be in today, I’ll be sick.  Some of them will accept 1 day without a certificate, some won’t.”


OBSERVATIONS


	Some contracts allow for sick leave for “stress”

Medical certificates can be signed by nurses “at no cost”
The “free” nurse she discovered by a fluke
Medical certificates can establish appropriate number of days for sickness recovery
Relying on family harder than before because of changes in families (e.g. abuse) and policies
On-site capacity to bring in slightly sick children is helpful
She would use every sick day available to her
Her definition of “abuse” of sick leave is to go beyond the allotted days, not whether someone is actually sick on the days an employee would take

********


Low Wage Worker 3 		


Children: 	no school age children (adult children)
Title:  		full-time health service provider
Wage: 	 	under $24,000

Employed for seven years with the same firm the worker asserts “my employer is to be complimented” for how flexible they have been in response to recent illnesses.  The union contract provides for 10 days of paid sick leave each year, (5 every 6 months) and allows for carry over for two years. 

This past year she contracted pneumonia.  After leaving the hospital, she went back to work but found that she could not sustain work for more than a few days.  It turned out that she had a collapsed lung but this was not diagnosed for many months.  So, she has used the allotted time, her annual leave, and received an advance of 40 hours.   She expects to be able to give back the advance days when she comes into more annual leave over the next few months.

Her manager is flexible and fair.  The firm has fewer than 50 employees.

OBSERVATIONS


	Union contracts often more than minimum of 5 days and often include carryover

Manager at organization (under 50) flexible – advanced her sick leave days

********

Low Wage Worker 4

Age:	 	mid 30s
Children:  	1
Title:		health services
Wage:		approx. $18/hr; works part-time: 30 hours


Prior to her current position she worked with the elderly for 5 years.  She was working full-time, 40 hours at about $10.50/hour.  In her current position she gets 5 days of sick leave per year.   

The arrangements that she typically tries to make when her son is sick would have been family but she moved in the last year “so, I have had to stay home with my son when he’s been sick, especially last year, and I would stay home and look after him.”

She used up her allotted  5 days in her  first 6 months on the job because of various childhood-winter illnesses. She was out about 10 days.  She also sometimes got sick simultaneously. 

While her sick days in the first six months were unpaid, she explains, “I also had the chance to make those hours up, which is the beauty of working here, that I can actually make the hours up and I did it. What I did is if I did any extra hours, we would just put it onto the sick days that I was not paid for.”  You can either be unpaid or make up the hours and this discretion by the supervisor “makes life a lot easier.” In addition, if her child is not “not contagious or anything like that, I can, say if he is not feeling well, I can actually bring him to work.”  This “makes for good work relations too.  So I think that’s very cool.”

She thinks that sick leave is abused by some people.   “I mean you are getting people who are ringing up and saying they are sick and you know they are not sick and using the sick day thing which I think is wrong, especially in our work, where it is really hard.  And you do get abuse of the system. I do believe there are some people that actually abuse the system of sick leave.  That’s my personal opinion. And I think other staff definitely resent it when this happens.” 

She was not aware of medical certificates being required.  “I know I’ve been away and I’ve never been asked for a medical certificate.

When asked how she would manage sick leave she indicated:

“I don't know, maybe there is a better way of monitoring it I don't know, I mean maybe get tighter and tougher on sick leave stuff and maybe the requirement of a medical certificate, you know, cause that could be another way, but I’m not too sure.  Maybe getting the medical certificate required after 2 days of sick leave, but in saying that when you have people who are abusing the system it is only 1 day they take off.”  



Regarding the medical certificate process she notes: “It’s easy… all you have to say is that I’ve not been feeling well for the last couple of days, or whatever it is and they will just write down that on a medical certificate stating that… they are not going to give you a medical, they will just take it from word of mouth.”

Regarding the cost she indicates “For me, I hate going to the doctors if it’s going to cost me 45 dollars, I won’t go.”

In one position that she was in, she was not allowed to use her holiday to cover for a sick day even though she had exhausted her sick days so she had to take unpaid days.  This happened when she worked in the rest home which was “very tough” and “I certainly don't want to work in a rest home anymore.”


OBSERVATIONS: 


	Organizations that have in-lieu hours can allow employees to “make up” sick leave days that would otherwise go unpaid

Employee believes others sometimes abuse system by calling in sick when they are not
Employee believes other staff resent the abusers
Capacity to bring in non-contagious child good both in terms of not using sick leave day but also for work relations
	Former employer did not allow use of annual leave for sick days.


********

Low Wage Worker 5	
	
Age:		mid 40s
Children:  	all dependents
Title:		family worker
Wage:  	$30,000

The organization provides 5 days per year of sick leave. This year she needed 3 days for the care of her children.  She has never been hassled by this employer. Last year she got three days extra that were paid.  She did not need to use annual leave; her manager’s discretion allowed days to be paid as sick leave.

“Our managers trust us to only ask for sick leave when we need it. When we are on sick leave, no one else picks up our work, unless it is an emergency.  It is my responsibility to let the supervisor know about my appointments.”  Supervisors also allow time off for appointments with dentists and “always say yes” to requests to visit with health care providers.  Supervisors have “had to force staff to take holidays” and we can “go to the employer for a sick day due to stress” because our jobs have a lot of it.  Since “there is close supervision here” everyone knows what is really going on.  


“I am unaware of anyone abusing sick leave at [my organization].  The sense is if we abuse it we lose it.” One worker was spoken to by a supervisor…it turns out she was in fact sick. Last year, they would have granted me more than the 8 days that I got, but I shared taking care of the kids with my husband in order to get my work done.”

A medical certificate is required after 2 days of absence if it is about an employee, not child, illness.  Going to the doctor costs money.  “I can’t afford to run to the doc for a flu or cold; I need to save money for when there is a more serious illness.”

Former employers approach sick leave quite differently.  As a temporary/casual worker she was not entitled to sick leave at one job; in another she was a part-time employee and got 5 days per year.  She used the 5 days because of her children.  She took extra days to take care of them but these were unpaid; she did not use annual leave since she felt that she needed to save that for a break.


OBSERVATIONS:  
	stress is a legitimate sick leave need

manager discretion can work in employee favour – paid leave; time off for appointments
workers perceive themselves as working stressful jobs, extra hours


Low Wage Worker   6		

Age:		early 30s
Children: 	3 dependent children 
Title:		family services 
Wages:		$40,000 (total family income)


He has been with his current job for less than a year. Sick leave benefits provide for10 days off.  He had a very good experience in terms of his personal applications for sick leave and has taken off a couple of days.  

The reason he is with his current job is that he confronted problems with sick leave by colleagues at his prior job.  Previously, he worked for government in an agency where there was unlimited sick leave.   In his team there were 2 employees who took off sick and this put a real strain since this left just 3 on team, including the supervisor.  The workload of the absentees was put on the remaining team members. The supervisor did not hire temporary replacements because budget problems.  “That’s why I left and came here.” 

These two employees had worked for the agency a long time, one for 11 years and the other for 7 but they “stayed away longer than they should have” on sick leave -- it is now a year.  He believed that “they keep putting in medical certificates but we have seen them at parties and going on trips.”  At the same time, it is his view that “the unlimited leave is a good policy.  When people abuse it, that is the problem”  


OBSERVATIONS:


	Fellow workers pick up work for those on sick leave; prolonged sick leave by colleagues led to overwork and a quit by this worker.  

He believes the system was abused and changed jobs
	When an employee is on sick leave,  the system can not hire a permanent replacement just a contractor

Medical certificates system perceived as inadequate by the interviewee  

********


Low Wage Worker 7	
	
Age:		late 40’s
Children:	4 adult children
Title:		health services provider
Wages:		$23,000


She has been with her current organization for almost 8 years now.  Before that she was self employed.  While self-employed her income “would have been about 30 grand, not much higher than it is now really.”  So, when her kids were growing up she had no access to sick leave.  

In her current place of employment, an employee can get 10 days of sick leave per year and be sick for 2 days without a doctor’s certificate being required.  Sometimes the sick leave days are insufficient and “if you’re not on ACC there’s nothing to back you. ACC is for accidents but not something that happens to your body.”

As a member of a union, she believes that she has a better deal on benefits than those who are not in a union. She knows that she has a 30 page contract compared to those without a union contract who only have an 8 page contract.


She uses up her sick leave every year because “I am epileptic” and there are days I can not function. Manager discretion provided her extra paid days of sick leave. She is not sure, but perhaps up to 24 days.  “I think I am a bit dubious about moving on because I wonder if would I get the same sort of treatment at another site.”

On her employer loyalty she noted “Well, in this day and age of unequal employment and things like that you do get a bit worried about where your next job is going to come from. You might be able to write up a very good CV and things like that but in reality you know you’ve got a disability, you’ve also got to work around the disability.  In some ways when I was self employed I could work around it.”

Regarding office procedures, staff are to call in when sick.  “If you don't call in out of politeness, you will get a blast from the manager later on, because they need to organise a replacement for you and anybody who called in after 8 hours, closer to the time that the shift starts gets a 10 dollar pay out.” These staff “get 10 dollars over and above because they had less than 8 hours notice before the shift started.”

Getting a medical certificate she says has “never been an issue for me. It’s not hard to get but you’ve still got to pay the 40 dollar fee to the doctor and wait in line with everybody else.” While she has only had to do this once, paying the $40 was a “hardship” but she did not tell her employer that.  She also began to realize that she might be eligible for a community services card. 

It is her sense that no one in her organization abuses sick leave.  

She characterized her employer as “reasonable” on sick leave 


OBSERVATIONS:  


	Employee views employer as “reasonable” on sick leave

Manager discretion provided extra paid sick leave days
Interested in staying with employer due to favourable treatment
Medical certificate cost is a “hardship”

********

Low Wage Worker 8	

	
Age	 	mid 50s
Children:	5 adults
Title  		health service provider
Wage		$28,000


At her job she gets 5 days sick leave; carry-over is available.  But in recent years she has had none to carry-over because “I’m a sick woman.  I use my vacation pay.  They allow me to use my annual leave or days in lieu.  As the year rolls along, the holidays accrue.   I’ve got cancer; if I have to go, they know why I have to go”
 

Her employer requires no documentation of her. “They have been very good since I have been good and open to them.   I only have to ring them up and tell them and they do that. At my job, they will require a medical certificate upon the third day.  It is common courtesy.  I don’t have to. I am luck that way.  It is not hard.  You can ask the hospital or doc to give you a medical certificate.”  


She thinks her colleagues abuse sick leave.  She actually supervises a group.  If someone does not show up “then we try and get a replacement because we can’t afford to not have one.  [If there is no replacement] then I have to reallocate jobs amongst my staff.  It happens quite a lot.  Some people may ring up because a child is sick.”   Of 7 staff, the ones that take sick are usually the casual staff – the ones on the weekend that cover those shifts.”  

As a supervisor, when she suspects an employee is taking “a sickie”, she talks to her superior about it.  “We keep an eye on them. If it happens again, we’ll have to speak to them.  Usually they improve, then a verbal warning, written warning and dismissal.  We have not gotten to dismissal; usually after the warning they will improve or just leave of their own accord.”

“Sometimes people get really sick before it is found what is wrong. That is why they ask for a medical certificate.  That way they will know it is genuine and not manufactured.  The casual staff sometimes abuse the sick leave.  If they don’t turn up they don’t get paid.”  

OBSERVATIONS:

	Employers can be supportive

In-lieu days are helpful
Sickness, like cancer, leaves you no choice but to take leave
Employees can abuse sick leave but supervision can reduce the problem



Interviews with Employers:

Paid Parental Leave and Sick Days Leave

This section provides the summaries of 17 interviews with employers regarding paid parental leave and sick leave.  All but one employer had fewer than 50 employees; this employer had more than 50 employees but not more than 50 full-time equivalent positions.  While all of the employers have had direct experience with sick days leave only a handful had yet had a staff person take paid parental leave.  A number had not had a staff person take unpaid parental leave, even though this law which provides for 12 months of job protection has been in effect since 1987. 

While the interviewees are generally anonymous, two McDonald’s franchisees in the South Island agreed to being identified as such.  

The boxes that begin each section are intended to capture key demographic information about the firm.  The term “pre-statute” indicates whether the firm provided paid parental leave prior to the statute and “statute-plus” indicates whether the firm provided sick leave beyond the mandatory sick leave.


Employer 1  		


Firm 
type:		head office
size:		27	

Employees
full-time: 	27	
wages:  	$28,000-$33,000 (3 employees)
		50,000-350,000 (remainder)
gender:	 	14 female (approx. half)	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	YES




Paid Parental Leave

At this policy organization, the one employee who is taking parental leave is ineligible for PPL.  That is because she has been with the firm for less than one year.  Even though the company does not have a policy to provide employees paid leave, it is expected that company will negotiate some kind of payment while she is on leave.  

The firm did not object to enactment of PPL.  The anticipated cost to the organization was small and the organization generally felt it would be better not to lose good staff either by objecting to the provision or by not having the paid leave.  While the firm never had a paid parental leave policy it always was open to negotiation with individual staff, just as the one new mother who did not qualify under the law was able to do this year.  

The H.R. person in this firm is male and he took all his vacation leave and more – 10 years ago.  His view is that the “stress levels of parents today are greater; work pressures have changed” since the focus is more on intellectual rather than labor skills.  The inference is that it might have been easier to get time away from the job a decade ago. 

Leading up to PPL, over six years the firm had had 4 people take parental leave (one person who had two children had left twice).  The full 12 months were taken up twice.  In both instances when less than a year off was taken, the reason for the return was financial.  No fathers have taken leave.

In order to cover for the work for those on leave, the firm needed to rearrange work assignments and in each instance worked with existing staff to cover the work and adjust roles.  The negotiations included a focus on rewards for taking up new roles.  “The work gets redistributed and staff just get on and do it; there is no conflict between parents and non-parents.”  

The H.R. manager believes that it is difficult to manage leaves but the key to success is to “get on with it.”  A small group can do it; size does not matter - you just need to have “damn good strategies” and a clear process for addressing leaves.  A member of the executive team holds the opinion that “you need to be careful about appointing women.  To me, that shows old thinking.”  

There is always, according to the H.R. manager, anxiety about whether an employee will return.  It is helpful to retain staff but the view of the organization is to understand that the labor market today is a transient market and it is highly likely staff will move on in time. There needs to be a focus on making the working arrangement profitable while it is in place – as the individual grows in a job, the firm should grow.   “Parental leave is a risk but so too is the market place.  For those companies that are not dealing with it effectively, they won’t be around for a long time.”  

When asked if paid parental leave is a good thing for employees, the H.R. manager simply responds “Of course it is.”  If the scheme changes to an employer contribution, that would still be acceptable since “at the end of the day, the key is the individual health and well being of the staff” although the financial arm of the organization might disagree with this philosophy!

Improvements to PPL that are not likely on a practical level include more government funds.  “The reality is that for this to work successfully, the government and the employer need to work together on how to cover the costs.”

The proposal to drop down to six months of employment is not good; the current 12 month provision is better.  “For an organization to commit to a new person it takes time to know how well that person performs.  I would hate to have people for 6 months and then out for a year because it takes a year to get to know them and during that time we are still building a commitment.” 

“If you value your employee, this small hiccup called PPL should not be a problem” even for businesses with fewer than 50 employees in the U.S.   



Paid Sick Leave

While the firm has no union and was “not forced” to offer paid sick leave days above the minimum in statute, it does so.  “We want to be a fair and reasonable employer.”  Policy establishes that 10 days are allowable and a separate bereavement leave for tongihongi of about 5 days.  

Documentation of sickness is required after 4 days, including a weekend when there is a Friday, Monday sickness.  In terms of take up, a gut feeling is that some staff are using all available days.  This sometimes reflects a breakdown in a relationship or when a child is sick.  

The new Holidays Act provision that allows for carry-over is a concern.  “Because we are small, if people accumulate days, and then exercise that and it is added together with annual leave, we would have to reschedule work.  When we know about parental leave, we can make adjustments and make it work.  To address this we will need a strategy that we have to think about, due to the spontaneity of sickness.  

In general, “it is good that there is a sick leave law.”  This is because “at the end of the day the employee is a person.  A person will get sick. A company, to survive, must address that reality.”  

With respect to the fact that in the U.S. there is no federal statute that provides for sick leave, the H.R. director commented “I think that is very archaic.”

********


Employer 2 :		

Company 
type:		retail shop	
size:		 	

Employees
full-time: 	8
part time: 	9	
wages:		$10-$22 per hour	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  1

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO

Paid Parental Leave

Since Paid Parental Leave went into effect, the firm has had one person use it.  She returned to full-time work after about 5 months leave.  The owner had to hire someone to fill in.

The owner of the 10 year old business did not provide any paid parental leave before the law went into effect.  He also thinks the new law is a bad idea “because people have to tell you they are coming back in order to be able to get the money; when in reality they might not come back.”  His view is that “everybody should get paid parental leave, whether or not they are coming back to the job.”    He believes this would provide “more certainty” for employers since employees could be more honest about their true intentions.

In terms of managing the business while someone is on leave, the owner notes that “it is hard to get someone for four months.  Temporary hires are difficult because the crossover time for training where the outgoing employee trains the tem is costly.”  

The company never had any problems with unpaid leave because those who got pregnant left and decided not to come back.

Information about PPL came to the company from the government as well as the media.  The firm was asking questions in advance of the government materials.  The owner does not provide materials to employees about the federal law since “I expect them to know about it.”

With respect to whether the PPL funding scheme could be improved in any way, the owner said “it is what it is; politicians do these things.  I try to run a business.”

In general, the owner noted that paid parental leave is a good thing for employees but it has no benefit to employers. He would like to change the law so that a person would get the paid leave whether or not they were returning to the job; this approach would encourage employees to be candid about their employment plans. This is important because “it costs employers a lot of money to keep positions open. No one in the current Labour Government ever had real experience in business, there are too many academics.”




Paid Sick Leave


The owner offers no sick leave above the current minimum for two reasons: first, he says, “I think that should be sufficient” and second he has “a team bonus system that depends on the number of hours worked along with other things which increases the employees’ earnings.” 

He is not worried about abuse of sick leave. It is his sense that, despite the bonus system, most of his employees use all of their sick days leave because “people just get sick.”

On the New Holidays Act provisions, he sees pluses and minuses in the carry-over provision.  The difficulty is in replacing someone who takes a month leave; the plus is that if someone is sick they get paid.  The owner has a policy recommendation:  part-time workers should get pro rata sick leave.  His view is that “it costs me money for someone I don’t think has earned it” when they get as much time as a full time person. 

The owner’s general perspective on sick leave is that it is useful for there to be a government law because he thinks “some employers are not very good employers.  So you have to safeguard employees.”

The employer’s reaction to the lack of a U.S. statute that ensures days available for sick leave is that “They are backward”.  


********

Employer 3		

Company 
type:		retail shop	
size:		5 	

Employees
full-time: 	3
part time: 	2	
wages:		$10-$14 per hour
gender:	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  0

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO


Paid Parental Leave

Now in its fifth year of operation, the owner did not really focus on PPL when it was being debated.  Since it has been in force, he has not had any experience with it.  Similarly, he had had no experience with unpaid leave. 

At the same time, the owner believes that PPL is in important.  When his wife, who also works for the company, had a child they, as owners were able to keep paying themselves two income.  He has not taken parental leave, paid or unpaid. 

The information about PPL that he received came from both the media and a professional association. His wife handles the books and knows the detail.  

If there were to be a staff person who took up PPL, the owner anticipates some difficulties in managing the business.  This is because “we keep to minimum staff; we can’t afford any extra.  If you took one person out of the loop we’d have to reallocate within.  Our concern would be difficulty in finding someone to come on for short term work.”  Part of that concern is driven by the owner’s understanding of Industrial Rules decisions related to contractors who are short term employees.  He cited as an example, a contractor whose contract ran out and “was told he was no longer needed.  The court ruled he was a full time employee and the company got stung.”  This “makes me think I would need to reallocate among existing staff and that is not easy to do especially if it were around the holidays.”

Knowing whether the employee will return “is another fear.  You’ve held the position open.  There should be some requirement that they have to be specific.  With our work contract, employees must give a month’s notice.  The same should apply to leave.” 

In general, the owner believes that paid parental leave is a good thing for employees. This is because the employees “have income and have a job.”  From the employer perspective “I’m not against PPL but the disruption to the business would be paid for by me.  It would be a huge cost on us.”

With respect to possible improvements to PPL, the owner’s view is that the current timeframe should stay at 12 weeks but there should be some new mechanism to help the employer address lost productivity, “we should be compensated.”   The owner suggested that he could “see where it might turn people away from hiring specific age groups of people.”  The owner, in fact, acknowledged that “I don’t employ women who have young children.  I have young children and I know what that means in terms of sickness etc.  But women with young children don’t apply for jobs at his shop because most of the employees are full time and some work is on the weekends.

Regarding the proposal to extend PPL eligibility to those who have been with an employer for 6 months instead of 12 months, the owner identified positives with each.  The current 12 month rule has the advantage  “I suppose  that people are less likely to go job hopping if you are planning for a family;  the plus on 6 months is that people get pregnant for whatever reason, and if they can’t get it, then you might penalize fantastic employees.  I don’t know, it sort of is a moral issue.”

The owner’s message to U.S. small businesses regarding parental leave is that “businesses will adapt” to a law.  He also notes “it is easy to pass a law; but lawmakers need to offset the cost; maybe something like a tax credit.” 




Paid Sick Leave

During the interview, the owner noted that an employee who was out had not called in to say she was sick but had not shown up and he was worried.  He noted that he thought she had gone out the night before and he seemed to be concerned that she might have been in an undesirable area late at night.  She did call in and it turned out her mother had gotten sick but the bigger problem was that her little sister had not turned up at school.  The owner encouraged her to immediately address this issue and to call the police.

With regard to sick leave, the owner uses his discretion to go above the minimum.  For example, he had an employee who had never taken a day off in three years and when she needed leave in the 3rd year he paid her during that time even though it extended beyond what was required in statute.   He asserted that “I know I’ll make more money if my employees are happy.  The worst run businesses have the worst records with employees.”  He asked for a medical certificate from an employee who had taken off 27 days (most was unpaid leave) because the days often seemed to fall on Friday.  It turned out that there was a smoking problem.  If he asks for a medical certificate, it would only be after 3 days, generally.   

The owner’s view is both that “everyone gets sick” and that “a portion of society will take advantage of anything.”  For the owner, the sick leave problem is mostly a problem in government departments because it seems that “government department employees take off Fridays.” 

On the new Holidays Act carry over provision, the owner’s position is that “it’s okay” although he suspects that it is all about “vote catching.” He also had a policy recommendation. “I’d like to pay out the days that are not used at end of year.  As a bonus arrangement.”  At the same time “you don’t want employees at work if they are sick. So if someone comes in miserable, you want to send them home.”

Generally, the owner’s view towards a sick leave law is that “from a human perspective, it is nice to know you won’t be punished for being ill.”  In terms of the absence of a federal U.S. statute for sick leave the owner asserts “Your general employment laws seem harsher.  Your minimum wage is low.  You should be able to offer more to the lower class to grow your middle class.  Your laws are lacking a human tenderness.”  At the same time he ascribed the provision “good customer services” in the States to employees being forced to do so because “they get such lousy money.”  


********





Employer 4		

Company 
type:		retail	
size:		35 

Employees
full-time:   	12
part-time:  	23		
wages:		 $7.50 (students) to $24.00 (without bonuses)
gender:	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	1

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO



Paid Parental Leave
Since Paid Parental Leave went into effect, 1 employee has taken up the policy.   

In the 25 years that the company has been in existence, it did not offer paid leave. The managing director says that any extra expense or inconvenience is viewed as a cost factor: since the New Zealand government is picking up the PPL tab and not businesses that is an advantage.   From a personal perspective, his wife was working when she had their first child but then she quit work. 

With respect to unpaid leave, there were no problems with administration and management because women who became pregnant did not plan to come back since the industry is labor intensive.  A number of employees, when their children got a few years older, returned. 

The one person who did take PPL did not plan to return; he had thought employees got PPL whether or not they were returning.  He hired help. 

In general:

	It is better that government rather than business pays for the leave

PPL is a good thing for parents and “as a person” I want employees to get help from the government.  

“My business is at the lower retail end. I don’t really have a super hard time if I need to replace a staff person.  So from my point of view, it is not important to have leave…in my industry there is very little cost in training so retention is not that important.”

With respect to the 12 months of job protection, the manager noted:
  
“If I have just a fair employee and I have to guarantee that job for 12 months and hire someone temporarily -- who might be better -- and then the other person comes back with a right to the job, well,   I have not been through that, but that could be a nuisance.  I am frustrated that employee can give such little notice.”


On the proposed extension of eligibility to someone who has been with an employer for just 6 rather than 12 months, the manager stated:

“With my employer hat, I’d have to say this government is too sympathetic to the disenfranchised and the system tends to reward the down and out and maybe give incentives that encourage people to go on benefits.  So, someone could think…I’ll get a job as soon as pregnant.”  

The extension of paid leave beyond 12 weeks “is not a bad thing, if there is no threat of the cost coming back to employer.”  The amount of subsidy seems “fair.” 

“As a small business owner, I find it frustrating, and I think the U.S. policy [which exempts small businesses] should be adopted in New Zealand.”  Nevertheless, he also says that with respect to workplace culture and managerial discretion “we obey the letter of the law…and have made employees aware of legislation.  My philosophy is to make the work place enjoyable, safe and harmonious.  Our employees are aware of the rules and regulations and aware of team culture and what they do at my place of employment. They have a right not to work.  It is like the minimum wage; I think and say to employees that there are some minimum standards and that’s great and I don’t want to see any one exploited.  I know the minimum standards and you deserve the protection. I’m all for that.  If employers want to keep staff, you can raise the bar higher.”   


Paid Sick Leave


The company provides the minimum 5 days of sick leave and does not offer more “because of cost.”  He went on to note that “unfortunately, a few can spoil it for the rest.  Always sick on Friday or Monday.  There is a cost of that person not turning up; business suffers or you need to find a replacement.”  The company uses its discretion regarding when to ask for documentation of illness. He would find “frustrating” the inability to ask before three days, as established in the new Holidays Act.  His view is that most employees do not use their full 5 days. 

In general, he views it as appropriate for the government to set a minimum standard but business “should have the flexibility to set rules on verification.”

The manager notes that “America is seen as land of opportunity but there are probably many examples of [worker] exploitation.”  Specifically in reaction to the absence of a federal sick leave law,   “I would say America leads the world in free enterprise.  A minimum protection to protect fellow human beings is not a bad thing; but, I could see that Americans might find 5 days of sick leave hard to swallow.”

********

Employer 5 		



Company 
type:		retail clothing	
size:		6	

Employees
full-time:	4
part time	2
wages:		$15 -$17 per hour
gender:		all female

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	 0

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO



Paid Parental Leave
In this micro firm, two shareholders are full time employees.  Currently, all employees except the owner are females.

“In all my 39 years that the store has been open there has never been a women who has taken maternity leave – that situation has never arisen.  I hire women who could get pregnant … it just has not been something we’ve faced.”

On a purely theoretical basis, the owner indicated that he believes he would have kept a position open for some period of time and would have paid the employee on parental leave, even though he has no established policy.  It would be hard to hold open a job but 4-5 months would be possible, especially if the employee was a good employee.  

From an employer’s point of view, PPL “is great since government pays.”   However, the proposal to shorten the eligibility period is “a bit crazy.”  

Paid Sick Leave

While 5 days of sick leave is part of his employee contracts, the owner uses his discretion to provide more.  In his 39 years in business he has “never” required documentation of illness by an employee.  He has had no experience with abuse of the sick leave provision.  A woman who worked for him for 22 years developed a heart problem two years ago.  She needed 3-4 weeks off for a bit of a rest and he paid her all of that time.  

The Holidays Act 2003 carry over provision of up to 20 days is okay if a person has been with you four years.

Generally, the owner’s view towards the utility of a law on sick leave is that “it is fair. It is fair because no one can control their health. If it is a genuine case, I don’t have any problem.  It seems fair just like any other overhead.”

The absence of a sick leave law in the U.S. shows that “The United States is well behind the rest of the world.”  We “treat our staff like family.  If we treat them fairly, they will treat us fairly. It has worked for 39 years.”  From a business point of view “the relationship between the employer and employee is important.  It is a team effort and it helps to have it in policy.”


********


Employer 6		McDonald’s franchise South Island




Company 	
type:		small restaurant	
size:		35	

Employees
full-time:	13
wages:		hourly:  $9; managers:  $30-32
gender:	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	1

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO

Paid Parental Leave

According to this McDonald’s franchisee “parental leave is a ‘tall ask’ for small employers.  We had to muddle our way through our first PPL experience.  She left in January, it is a busy time.  She is a senior manager.  I think it would be different holding open the position if she were less skilled; that’s somewhat easier.  I redistributed the work instead of hiring.  This put pressure on the other managers, like on holidays.  I did not want to hire someone temporarily for this managerial position because in a business like ours it takes about 18 months to get the experience and I did not want the risk for 3 months.”  

The national office of McDonalds provides technical assistance related to recruitment– they could help with a sample ad or give advice on how other employers handle this but they don’t operate a job bank (e.g. of retirees who might have the skills for the 3 month position) for franchisees.  Sometimes “outside” people don’t fit in.  

The franchisee notes that “If there were no PPL, I guess what we would have done is made a ‘gentleman’s agreement’ to hire her back but it might have been at a different level.  She is a good worker and a nice person. In addition, I think she would have come back to work earlier without PPL.  Her partner does not work; he is unemployed. The only money is from her working. She had to come back to work straightaway. She took 3 months.  If there had been no PPL, she would have been back instead probably in a matter of weeks, like 4 weeks.  I’m pleased to have her back.  She is great. She has time to express milk; this is not an easy space to make that work but we do.”  

The franchisee sees benefits in the time off from work explaining “She is physically fine.  I credit her health to the time off.  If a woman has baby and comes back to work quickly my experience is that that person will have some difficulties getting straight back into work from a medical point.  She had time off and is eager to get back to work; she has “sorted the baby out” – with breast feeding and home routines. As an employer I have had women come back too soon – within a week or two or four.  They struggle.” 

Now that he has had experience with PPL, he might manage it differently:

“Now I have an understanding of what it means and what it is about. If I knew five or six months in advance I would train someone internally to take over her position for the time she was out. While the workload was redistributed, there was no real staff resentment.  The couple of times people wanted a week off and I could not allow it; the anger was directed at me, not the staffer.”

The franchisee views PPL as helping with “retention of the person who is pregnant.  I think it is positive. There is a separate issue, a bit of a trade off with the person you hire temporarily.” 

On government financing, the franchisee asserts “that this is absolutely positive. If employers were responsible you would get to a point where you would start to worry about hiring younger people…it could play on your mind. If all employers shared the cost, like $10 per employee that would not kill us but it would not be good for the employer…maybe a good thing for the employee and for the country.” 

Generally, the franchisee’s view is that “Paid parental leave is a good thing for employees because they can now have enough time to recuperate and to sort out a routine for the baby before coming bag.”  For employers “it is a double edged sword.” While “it is nice to have staff coming back well and able to cope with work rather than returning too some; from the point of view of ensuring we have qualified staff to fill in, that is tough.”  

The proposal to allow eligibility at 6 months “is too tough for a business since it takes 12 months or 18 months to get someone in a management position fully trained.  And, it almost encourages someone to get pregnant sooner…I know that probably sounds nasty.  Hiring and training costs a lot of money.  It costs us $500 per person to train; to have someone after six months go on maternity leave, that makes it difficult.  One of the worries is whether the person would come back…more of a worry with six months employee.”  The proposal to extend PPL to 14 weeks “does not make a lot of difference.” 

For the U.S “My advice would be that you need to look at staff levels and have open communication to find out when person is pregnant…just to get through 3 months, is not always the answer…stress on other staff. Suggest after 3 months expect high level of return of that person’s capability” 


Paid Sick Leave

The franchisee notes that “We require no medical certificate for a one or two day illness unless we think the person is not sick but is taking off.  In the last 2 years, we would have never asked for a medical certificate of staff because of suspected abuse.  In the last 2 years most employees would have had 2-5 days off because of illness.  Some employees have taken more than 5 days.  In those situations we can either not pay or use holiday pay.  Here there is a bit of a cultural thing…if you are off more than 1-2 days, you get a medical certificate because employees typically go to a doctor if sick more than 2-3 days.”

He is clear about communicating his views on sick leave to his staff. “There is no doubt that people have sick leave but are not really sick.  I tell my employees that there are three types of sickness: dead on couch – ring in sick; sore throat - please come to work, I’ll send you home if I can;  third, if you are hung over or are not genuinely sick -  that is not acceptable.  I don’t accept using sick leave for a mental health day.  I’m good to my staff.  I am hard on sick days.  A lax policy on sickness runs right through the business.”

Regarding the fact that full time workers might resent part time workers who are entitled to the same number of days off he says that there no resentment between employees over this. Further “having everyone the same is good. If a part time staffer rings in sick the pay is only for the hours off.” 

His view on carry over is that “it is good. It is real insurance.  I think employees will get that.”  

Overall, “It is good for business that there is a sick leave law.  Because otherwise some other places could afford to make it a perk. Also, a small employee with only one staff, could make it difficult for staff.”  The fact that there is no national sick days leave in the U.S. is “Interesting, maybe, a little antiquated.”  

********

Employer 7		McDonald’s Franchise, South Island



Company  
type:		restaurant	
size:		34	

Employees
full-time:	15
part-time:	19
wages:		Hourly: $ 9- $14.50
		Salary: $32,000
gender:	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	1 done; 1 planning

Paid Sick Leave	 
	statute-plus?	NO

Paid Parental Leave

Paid parental leave is a “great idea” according to this McDonald’s franchise owner. He perceives it as something that is “extremely positive” and notes that “it just makes it a lot easier.  It makes it easier to take time; it helps avoid premature returns.” He has had personal, not just professional, experience with it since his wife received PPL – and also took some unpaid time off from her job. 

His experience with unpaid leave is that about 70 percent of those who took it returned (of about 6-7 who have taken the leave, about 4-5 returned).  There was no real way to anticipate who would return and who would not.   With respect to PPL and returns to work he thinks “it is great.”

The person who took leave under PPL is a manager.  Rather than redistribute the work among existing staff, he transferred in someone from another McDonalds who had a similar job.  The transferred person worked the exact same hours.  He found her through word of mouth in the McDonalds community.  Her job was being made redundant since her McDonalds was overstaffed.


On management tips that he would offer others dealing with leave he suggests:

	make it as positive as humanly possible since this makes it more likely staff will come back on their terms, not yours.  
	give as much information to individuals as possible, let them know about the process since this makes it easier for everyone.  
	manage the workload through transfers-in as much as possible when the position is managerial; alternatively, if someone is already on staff and is ‘knocking at the door of the job’ use that person.   


Government funding through IRD is a good system with “no hassles at all”.

Overall, PPL is a good thing for employees because “after a fairly traumatic event, childbirth, it guarantees the mother, child, and family have no pressures to come to work early.”  PPL is a good thing for employers too because “the more you look after your staff, the better retention.”  

Extending PPL to 14 weeks is “a great idea.”  Funding should be kept with the Government since the new Holidays Act means lost profitability already.   He wonders whether there is a plan to eventually pass the cost onto employers.

His message to U.S. small businesses with fewer than 50 employees is that parental leave absences can be managed. “If I was able to manage, they can manage…no problems at all” 
.
Sick Leave

The owner estimates that 30 percent of employees use all of the 5 paid sick leave days available each year. The change in the law on medical certificates will change their practice in that they used to be able to ask for certificates when circumstances merited it.  His perspective is that when people are off it is rarely more than 2 days at a time.     .  

The work culture matters.  He tries to create a positive culture in which sick leave is taken only when needed.  However, “you can’t do anything about the 30percent who won’t respond to the culture.” 

On the carry-over of sick leave the owner’s view is that this “is a great idea; it rewards those who face a misfortune.” 

His reaction to the absence of a federal sick leave law in the U.S. is that “having a law is better since you then have everyone following the same rules.”  


********


Employer 8		

Company 	
type:		restaurant		
size:		18 staff
age:	  	3 years with this ownership	

Employees
full-time: 	 3
part-time: 	15 (4 permanent part time)	
wages:	
gender:	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	0

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO


				Paid Parental Leave

The co-owners of this restaurant have not yet had any experience with PPL and they were misinformed about it.  They had thought that the employer was the payer, not Government so when asked what they thought of PPL their reaction was “it would be a huge problem since it would impact on profitability.” They noted that the food retail industry generally runs on about a 3 percent profit margin.  

The owners have concerns about holding certain jobs open.  “It is very hard to find someone to take over a senior role” particularly if it is a short period; it would be easier if the absence were for a year.  For senior roles, like a chef, it might be easier to get a year replacement.  Another concern they noted is that employers never know if an employee will return.  At their previous work place, where they both worked as employees in a large hotel, people often would go on leave and not return.  In a large firm it is not difficult to hold a position open.  The job guarantee should be a job with the organization and not just the person’s job – that is too hard for certain positions.  

The owners feel that in New Zealand, there is not a problem with too few workers; rather there is a problem that there “are not enough professionals”.  Finding managerial staff is difficult.  They have, for example, gone on the internet to find chefs but the problem with bringing in someone from abroad is that for immigration purposes they need a job to get into the country and that means hiring, sight unseen.

The owners noted “An answer to these problems could be to just hire males.  That would solve the business problem but it would not solve the national problem”.



Sick Leave

“I’m going to be blunt: New Zealanders abuse sick leave” noted one of the owners.  A recent experience for the owners was an employee who called in with a migraine at 8 AM on Sunday.  One of the owners called back at around 10 and there was no answer on her phone or mobile.  The owners became suspect of her condition and wondered how she could have a migraine and not be around to answer her phones.  The employee’s mother called the owners and was outraged that they had challenged her daughter’s condition.  From the owners’ perspective, the employee had gone out for drinks with the other employees on Saturday night and this was the source of the problem.  They spoke to her and told her not do this again.  


“We know as we get closer to the end of the year, we know employees are going to use sick days.” 

The two employers differed on the issue of “mental health” days.  One stated that “mental health days” are almost an institution in New Zealand.  One acknowledged that they both took off for “mental health.” Further “stress levels are coming up in New Zealand.  The competition for getting a job is fierce; people are working 12-16 hour jobs.”  The problem with employees taking mental health days, however, is that they call in sick at the last minute and then there is chaos trying to find replacements.  One of the employers posited calling two of the five statutory days as mental health days.

They have a system of “in lieu” days. It is effective because the employer has voluntarily established a penalty on himself if he asks an employee to work over the contracted number of hours.  The contracts call for 40-45 hours on average; if the owner goes over he will pay a cash bonus and he wants to avoid that.  

The co-owners believe that a solution to abuse of sick leave is to push back the problem on the rest of the staff, onto peers.  

********

Employer 9		


Company 
type:		restaurant	
size:		50, including managers	

Employees
full-time: 	25
part-time: 	25
wages:		$18.75 salary
		    7.00 hourly		
gender:	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	1

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO

Paid Parental Leave

While the co-owner has a baby, she did not get PPL because she is self-employed. 

The restaurant learned about PPL law and rules through the media, government mailings, and the hospitality association.  The application process for the one employee who received PPL took about 2 hours.  The form was simple but time consuming.   

The worker’s tasks got redistributed; they had tried someone for about 20-30 hours but are back to redistribution.  The worker has been out six months and they have talked about the possibility of her returning full time but it is now in the worker’s court to call and say she will return.  The worker will be getting DPB benefits since she is a sole mother.  She is an 18 year old. While the work has been redistributed there appears to be no resentment among the staff. 	

If government paid more that “would be a good thing.  It is very hard for parents on a single income.  The leave helps to get you back in the workforce.”  

“PPL is a good thing for employees and employers.  For an employer, it is a good thing if you get a good employee who is going to come back. Going to have a baby but not going to be gone forever.  At the moment, good for employers because you are not paying yourself.  It gives a feeling of good will.” 

On extending PPL to 14 weeks, the co-owner thinks that is “okay”. However, on the proposal to change eligibility to a shorter period, if it were 6 months that would be a problem because “I think they might work for just 6 months in order to get PPL”.  In fact, her own family member has articulated plans to do just that if this policy happens. 

She would not want to see employers making a contribution but she would like to ask the government why the self-employed can not access it. 

The exemption for small businesses in the US from FMLA she finds “incredible”.  She also notes that since they have only one on leave at the time, that is manageable, but if it were 10, that would be a problem.  They hire a high percentage of young, single women.  


Paid Sick Leave 


“We have had probably 10 employees in the last 5 years who have used all of their sick days.  Of those, probably 8 were really sick and 2 were not.  We enjoy good loyalty.  Our employees come to work, they don’t ring in late. On medical certificates, we have never asked for absences of one or two days.  Our employees tend to stay with us a long time.  We had one woman who worked all 7 years we have been open. Most average 18 months.  Our chefs are with us 2-3 years.”

With respect to the carry-over provision in the Holidays Act 2003 she notes, “I suppose on one hand, it would be open to abuse but they still would have to provide a medical certificate…I would hope that anyone with us that long would not do that to us.  It is hard to manage, hard to cover, when someone is sick.

It is useful that there is a law for sick leave because “Employees have to have a bit of job security.”

Her reaction to the absence of a U.S. statute that ensures days available for sick leave she notes “I’m horrified, quite honestly. It is an awful situation for someone to be in.”  


********

Employer 10  		

Company 
type:		financial
size:		50

Employees
full-time:	50
wages:		$35,000-40,000 (10 employees)
		$40,000-70,000 (10 employees)
		$70,000- above (30 employees)
gender:		50 percent female (25 employees)

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	Yes
	take-up:	four in the last couple of years		

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	Yes

	 

Parental Leave

This firm inherited, but was not bound by, the leave policies of its Australian parent company. The New Zealand H.R. director notes that a multinational’s goal is to “make sure you have similarities where it is possible” when the firm invests in work-life balance.   Following in its parent’s footsteps, the New Zealand firm voluntarily offered paid parental leave (PPL); implementation was not a “huge cost.”  Further, the policy helped brand the company as innovative.  

Prior to the PPL statute in 2002, the company provided 6 weeks of parental leave at full pay.  It continues to offer this on top of what employees receive through the 12 weeks of government support. The company could have chosen, instead, to end its voluntary payments but the notion of cutting back was viewed as “too petty.”   In fact, the company may move from 6 weeks to 12 weeks of parental leave at full pay to be more in sync with other leading financial institutions.  

The H.R. director takes the view that the PPL law is a “good thing for New Zealand. A lot of the debate at the time was about funding.  Small companies were concerned that they would wind up funding it and argued that this would be hard for them.  With government sustaining the scheme, these firms can see it as plus.”

While good for the nation, enactment of paid parental leave was sluggish because of cost and attitude, according to the H.R. director.  The law did not come about until 2002 because of “backward male thinking – a lot of them think mothers, wives should still stay at home with the children; then the question becomes why a mother who is working should get paid when a mother who stays at home does not get paid? Policy makers with this perspective are not alone; there are probably a lot of people who think this way.”   

For the firm, administration of parental leave has presented “no” problems. Over the last couple of years four people have taken paid and unpaid parental leave for about nine months each; two of the four staff returned to part-time jobs initially.  One ultimately decided not to return. The firm simply hired a temporary substitute or split the work among other employees.  It is definitely an “ask” for the other employees but the firm has not encountered real resentment among the employees under this arrangement.   While it is challenging to find ways to get the work done, even if double the number of staff took leave it would be manageable.  

Payments are also simple.  The firm has been implementing its own paid leave for 5 years and provides a variety of ways for the payments to be made to the employee.  The government payment scheme requires little employer effort since all that is required is for the employer to sign a form; the government payments and registration are directly between the individual and government. 

The HR director thinks that where the workforce is not stable and there are a lot of casual or transient workers it may be a bit more difficult for companies to manage parental leave.  For employees, the bigger problem may be lack of awareness, even today,  of the 1987 unpaid leave statute which requires companies to hold positions (other than “key” positions) open for 12 months.  The publicity around PPL and Work-Life Balance generally may help employees and employers gain greater awareness of both the paid and unpaid parental leave provisions.

Other observations by the HR Director include: 

	Employee return date: Under law, a contractor’s agreement can be terminated early without risk if the reason for termination is an early return for parental leave so that is not an issue.  If an employee decides not to return, that presents an “inconvenience” not a business risk.  

Fathers:  At the firm, there is a paid week for paternity leave but no fathers have otherwise taken up the unpaid or paid parental leave that is available. 
Mandated company “top ups”:  If the government required employers to contribute funds above what the government currently pays it “unfortunately would be seen as a negative thing because of the make up and size of some businesses.  Many businesses are already concerned about the costs of the Holidays Act’s expansion of annual leave.  If there were a cost added to parental leave, this might at some point contribute to a negative attitude towards hiring women.
Incentivize Firms:  The government should try and identify a mechanism that encourages companies to have a policy that is more expansive than the current law.  This could be a tax rebate or some special treatment of the fringe benefit tax or some other kind of credit. 

For the U.S., the H.R. Director’s message is that management of parental leave is “quite doable; getting staff to cover is not insurmountable.” 

Sick Leave

The firm has had a long standing policy of offering more sick leave than required in law.  In New Zealand, this is often the case due to union involvement and with bigger employers.  There are no concerns regarding implementation of the expanded Holidays Act because the company’s own policy remains even more expansive.


The company provides for 8 days of leave annually with up to 65 days available through carry over.  In terms of documentation of illness it might be required but basically the approach is built on “trust”; if anyone were to abuse sick leave, peers would likely put the greatest pressure on the employee since there is not a lot of extra capacity to get the work done. 

For the U.S., the H.R. Director’s message on sick leave is that in many respects it is a more important issue than PPL.  First off, it has wider applicability.  “And, in most circumstances, pregnancy is a choice, it is not an illness.  People don’t choose to get sick or have an accident.  In New Zealand, eligibility for sick leave occurs after six months of employment yet I know of a lot of people, who needed to take sick leave before six months.  This puts a lot of pressure on people if something happens.  Some employers see the six month stand down safety valve but we all need to worry about the health and well being of our workers and their families.” 

********


Employer 11		


Company 
type:		training	
size:		24	

Employees
full-time:	22
part-time:	  2
wages:		salary:  $32,000-$80,000
gender:	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	0; 1 about to 

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO 



Paid Parental Leave

The organization “absolutely believed PPL needed to happen” as long as it was financed by Government.  PPL fits with the organization’s focus on “balance; keeping employees happy since that impacts on how they do their job and how they feel about being here.  Mind, body, soul are valued.”  Those employees who are having a baby “Need the opportunity to experience that properly but we could not afford do pay for that time off.”

The director notes that “Not all employees will become parents so we want to offer time off. We have a holiday policy that is 25 percent higher than required.  So although we support the concept of time off for parental leave, we want to value employees who are not parents.”  Since he is self-employed (owner) he has not experienced PPL or unpaid leave; he took 2 weeks off.   Further, the company has had no experience with unpaid parental leave.  He knows about the parental leave rules and developments because he is active with the local trade association.

The firm has an employee who is about to take leave.  It is not yet clear whether she will just take the 12 weeks of paid leave or whether she will also take some unpaid leave.   The primary issue for the firm is getting enough information from the employee to know how to fill the gap.  If the leave is short that is one thing; if 12 months, it is another.  “If it is a full year, then we need to advertise and have a period of training for the fill-in person.  We can’t second-guess our staff; I expect to expect the unexpected with this process—having been a parent.  You need to experience being a parent.  We will wait to hear our staffer’s decision but we will plan for the worst case.”

Employees can learn about PPL since it is in the employment agreement.


He’s not sure about PPL’s contribution to employees returning to the job.  His view is that the return has “Less to do with $300 per week” and more “an individual” kind of thing.

He noted that one concern about PPL is that it is focused on parents and the firm is invested in work-life balance for all employees, not just those with children.  If employers were to kick into a pool of funds for leave, he would not want it just be for parents but instead for all employees.  Perhaps such a pool could be about educational advancement.

With respect to extending eligibility to those who have not yet been with an employer for a year, he “doesn’t mind” the extension “as long as it doesn’t financially impact on the firm and remains taxpayer-funded.”

To businesses in the U.S. with under 50 employees, he suggests that parental leave is manageable since “everything is manageable.”


Sick Leave


While the firm’s policy only provides for the statutory minimum of 5 days, the firm uses its discretion to give more paid days when it thinks this is appropriate.  Documentation from these employees is not required; however, an affiliated, separate business has line staff who are required to provide certification.  The firm is filled with quite senior staff and that is not the case for the affiliated organization.  All of the staff at the firm have used their 5 days plus some; he says that because of his wellness philosophy he tells the staff is “if you are feeling average go home, take time off, get well.”  Since most of the senior staff do more hours than required, the extra time is really time in lieu.  

His view is that the “medical certificate is a joke. I don’t think they are hard to obtain.  They cost money to obtain.  Cost may be a union issue.  General Practitioners need a better understanding of the implications of handing out medical certificates.”  He is against creating new paperwork procedures “for the sake of 5 days” but thinks education of GPs would be useful.   

He thinks it is a good thing that there is a national sick days leave law because “I don’t think all employers have their employees’ best interest at heart.  I have experienced enough inappropriate relationships to know that not all employees get a fair deal and a base expectation is an appropriate government role and employees and employers are allowed to build from there.”

The manager’s reaction to the absence of U.S. federal law is that this situation is “shocking.  I think it is unproductive. To me it says that employers don’t see the value in allowing employees some time off to get well.”


********


Employer 12	

Company 

type:	restaurant	
size:	24	

Employees
full-time:  	8 
part-time:        16	
wages:		Hourly: $9.50 -15.OO; salary: $32,000 - $50,000

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	0
Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO



Paid Parental Leave

The owner personally thinks that PPL is “a good idea.”  While the restaurant has had no experience as yet with PPL, it has had limited experience with unpaid leave. One person who took unpaid leave decided not to come back and made that decision right after the birth of the child.  Prior to that, as she was preparing for the leave, there was an understanding reached that if she did return, they would try and find a position for her to come back to. While he manages the leaves, they did not do a form for the unpaid leave – that was just an agreement.  

He gets most of his information about laws and rules through the hospitality association e-mails and newsletters.  

Anticipating how to get the work of an absent employee accomplished he feels depends on how long the person would be away and whether the person taking leave is a senior shift person/manager or a lower level staff person.  For a higher level staff person there might need to be a temporary hire; for lower level, he would try redistribution of the existing work load.  

With respect to fathers, the longest time anyone has taken is 2.5 weeks and that was annual leave. 

He supports the government funding of PPL. Paid parental leave a good thing for employees because it provides “safety and security – there is financial security and if they decide to return to work, their position is safe.  That is important.”  First time mothers particularly are very unsure until after the birth of the first child how they will proceed. “I know people who decide not to work and other people who have come back to work after 3 months.”  Whether PPL is a good thing for employers, the answer is ‘yes and no’.  Yes “because women are secure and supported and can survive financially.  Some people will have a lot of babies…become reliant on government.  Here at the restaurant we have a situation, a man and wife who have had 5 children; they juggle jobs and children.” It is the owner’s belief they should not have so many children because they find it difficult to survive.  The employee looks after kids, works, and then works at night.  His wife does the same.  

With respect to the possibility of extending eligibility to those who have not yet been with an employer for a year, he believes there should be “a minimum of a year.  In this industry, a lot of people will float from job to job.  If someone is with you a year, they are committed to you.   Six months does not suggest a commitment.” Extending benefits to 14 weeks is “fine.”

About the idea that all employers share in a PPL levy for all employees, like with ACC, he objects to that because he pays ACC and sees “nothing for it”.  He has heard that some companies might not hire women if they were individually levied for instances of parental leave.  

For companies with fewer than 50 employees the message is that leave is manageable.  It is not easy.  A lot depends on the person’s role.  Managers are hard to replace. Management of leave is difficult.   If you keep a position open, then you need to develop contracts. 

Paid Sick Leave

He requires a medical certificate when there are absences.  He estimates that 85 percent of the staff use all 5 days and of those, about half are genuinely ill.  He attributes a lot of the abuse of sick leave to employees who abuse alcohol, get hung over, and do not feel like coming to work.  His restaurant addresses the industry problem of alcohol consumption with a policy in which staff are not permitted to get intoxicated on the premises.  In addition, they try and develop a team sense of responsibility which includes recognition of how colleagues are let down when other staff are absent.  

With respect to the Holidays Act 2003 automatic carry over of up to 20 days, his view is “It could go either way.  It could be a good thing for those who don’t take sick leave so they will have it when they need it; others will use it as holidays.” 

With regard to the medical certificate, it is “not too difficult to get a medical certificate.  They can go to a doc with back strain…the doc will say you are unfit for work for 7 days…it’s scary. If you want time off work you go to the doc.  Doctors should be regulated on how they do the certificates…they seem to issue them willy nilly.  I don’t believe that this can be just done over the phone.  I believe the person must see the doctor.” When he has had a staffer say she or he could not afford to pay the doctor, he has offered to pay and he thinks that is fair. 

He gets his information from the Hospitality Association. 

He worries that the Holidays Act 2003 restriction on getting a medical certificate for the first few days of illness will “leave it open to abuse. Certain employees will abuse the fact and have two days off sick.” He was, unaware that the law allows you to count Saturday and Sunday if an employee is sick on Friday and Monday.


He believes that sick leave should be national law.  “It sets the guidelines for employers and employees.”  They need to know what they get in the employment contract.

In response to the fact that in the U.S. there is no statute that ensures days available for sick leave he notes, “I think the U.S has got it wrong. It’s outrageous. They should regulate.”

********

Employer 13		

Company 
type:		hotel	
size:		44

Employees
full-time:	24
part-time:	20
wages:		$9-$25
gender:		60percent female

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	 0

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO




Paid Parental Leave

While the hotel manager had not yet had any staff apply for paid parental leave, she has had a staff person who took unpaid leave.  This staff person had taken six months off and decided she did not want to return.  They had had a temp in her place on a temp contract and when the staffer on leave made her decision not to return they hired the temp.  One internal management issue was that the existing staff felt loyal to the woman who decided to take leave; as soon as she went on leave they were not particularly welcoming of the temp.  

When she worked at other hotels, staff that left for unpaid leave returned; retention helped avoid retraining costs.

The manager relies on the hospitality trade association for information about labor rules.  

The decision on how to deal with the work of an absent employee “depends on the job”.  The person who took unpaid leave was the head of housekeeping so they hired a replacement; for others it might be a redistribution of the workload.  In addition, the property is seasonal so part of the decision would be the timing of the leave
		
	
Government financing of PPL is “quite good” since it is “not penalizing the employer and is looking after the employee.”  PPL is a good thing for employees because “They have security while they are at home and they can go back to their position.  So they don’t have to worry about looking for a job. For employers “At the moment, it is a good thing since it is paid for by government so it is not a dollar problem.  However, depending on your operation, and the position of the employee, it can leave a big hole.”  


With respect to changes in PPL and the idea that the benefit might extend for a couple of weeks beyond 12, the manager’s view is that such an extension is “neither here nor there.” On the notion that employees might be eligible if they worked for an employer for less than a year, the manager thinks that there should “be a year of employment before there is any agreement to protect a job.” 


Paid Sick Leave

Prior to the Holidays Act going into effect on April 1, the manager never asked for a medical certificate before 3 days – although some staff offered one.  She estimates that about half of her staff have taken the full 5 days and of those, about 40 percent were not sick for all of those days.  She feels that a lot of that is because the staff are young and not committed to their jobs.  She currently has a staff person who quit and is calling in sick.  Before April 1 she would have been able to ask for a medical certificate.  She noted that casuals in housekeeping are not paid a lot and there is not much you can do about sick days – they will be taken.  

She believes that carry over is not a good idea and the change that precludes documentation until 3 days of absenteeism is not good either.  

The manager believes that it is a good thing to have a basic law since “people do get sick.”  “They should have a law” in the U.S. because “people are genuinely sick and can stay home and get better and be more productive and happier for the long term.  I have no qualms sending people home when they get sick.” 




********



Employer 14	

Company 
type:		restaurant	
size:		50 FTE 	

Employees
full-time:	45
wages:		$9.50-$30.00
gender:	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO			
	take up:  	4

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO



Paid Parental Leave

As a self-employed person, the owner has not taken paid parental leave but his wife took unpaid protected leave.  She did not return to her job.

To date, the eight year old establishment has not had to administer unpaid leave because those who became pregnant left and/or had been employed for less than a year.  


Information for the company about PPL has come largely through the employers’ manufacturers association.  The application process time for paid leave takes about two hours of his time. 

Information for employees is not provided by the enterprise because he “expects them to know about it.”  

Whether leave is paid or unpaid it is “hard to redistribute work.  It varies by position and is a huge, terrible issue.”   With one employee he reached a ‘gentleman’s agreement’ because he felt her position was too crucial to leave open.  He said that if he had a slot of any kind she could have it, but not necessarily her exact position.  He thought he would be growing and might be able to accommodate both a permanent new hire and the new mom, if she decided to return; the new mom had moved and he doubted she would return.  In the 11th hour she decided she was not coming back.  It was a gamble –“if I had told the substitute staffer that the job was short term I might have lost that person too.”   

Of the four people who took leave, none have come back.  One is still in the 12 month period.  “I’m against 12 months of job protection.  In a free enterprise system, businesses need to grow.  It is not natural to grow in a job protected environment.”

On the financing, it is “okay” that government pays for it.  
	
On whether paid parental leave is a good thing for employees the owner noted, that this is “A good question” but he hadn’t really thought about it.  He thought for employers, the value of PPL is that “It does make it nice and black and white …” although “the 1 year is a bit tough.” He might be concerned, however, if access to the funds makes “people think of having babies as a way of getting monies.” 

Extending eligibility to those who have not yet been with an employer for a year would be “Definitely bad.”  The problem “is mostly about keeping the job open, not as much the money.”  If the employee has “no strategic role it is easier” but the uncertainty and not knowing if the employee will come back is a problem.”  Bonuses don’t seem to work according to some research which found that “90 percent of professionals given big bonuses upon return stayed with BP just long enough to get access to the full bonus and then they left.”  

The proposal to extend the benefit from 12 weeks to 14 weeks is something he “doesn’t mind.” 

PPL has been taken not by his younger staff but by his older store managers.  

In some respects, he prefers leaving the position open for 12 rather than 3 months.  It is more difficult to fill a 3 month position than a 12 month position. 

 
Paid Sick Leave


About 80percent of the staff use the full five days available for sick leave; of those, he estimates that 20percent are using days that are not for sickness.  However, only once has he asked for documentation for someone taking sick leave for less than three days. 

On the new carryover provision, he would rather his employees use it up rather than carry it over.   He noted that there is a new provision that says if you go on annual leave and get sick, that can count as sick leave day instead.  


He supports a national sick leave law because that way “Everyone is on the same playing field.  There does need to be time.  If someone is sick more than 5 days in a year, then something is really wrong.  Then there is the sickness benefit.”  

The absence of a national law in the U.S. is “Fantastic for the employer.”

********



Employer 15		

Company 
type:		restaurant	
size:		35	

Employees
full-time:	4-5
part-time:	30-31
wages:		$10-$20
gender:	

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	0

Paid Sick Leave	NO
	statute-plus?	




Paid Parental Leave

The co-owner has been with the restaurant for 3 years.  The restaurant has had no experience with Paid Parental Leave nor has he had any personal experience with paid or unpaid parental leave himself.  His knowledge of paid parental leave is large through the trade association but he has not yet had to get up to speed because he has had no staff yet seeking PPL. 


Hypothetically, he imagines that if a staff person took leave the work of an absent employee would get addressed by hiring someone else. 

With respect to the financing, he believes that “eventually, it will be part of business expenses” and businesses will set up their organizations so that PPL is part of the “cost of doing business.”

PPL is “definitely” a good thing for employees because it provides a “wee bit of security.”  For employers, it depends on the business.  His staff is “transient” so keeping his staff happy over the long term is not as much an issue.  It is helpful for employers generally when staff are happier, it makes business easier but the value to employers depends on the nature of the job. 

While he has yet to experience a PPL staff leave, his view towards a possible extension to 14 weeks is that it is ok if government is paying 100percent.  For other businesses, it might be problematic.  


Paid Sick Leave

Before the Holidays Act 2003 went into effect, he would have asked for medical certification before 3 days from a staffer who called in sick and about whom he was not certain there was a genuine case of illness.  Among his current employees, he estimates that half used their allotted 5 days and of that half, about 50percent were genuinely using those days for illness.   

The new provision of carry over is ok but he is unsure about “a full 20 days”.  The new provision that limits the flexibility to get a medical certificate immediately is problematic. 

Having a national sick leave law is useful because “it takes all the ambiguity out; there is not an on-going battle about sick leave” provisions for the employee.  The absence of a national law in the U.S. is that this scenario is a “definite incentive to go to work.  Not many businessmen are bad so if you are a good employee you’ll probably get taken care of if you are sick.”


********

Employer 16		

Company 
type:		food manufacturer/distributor	
size:		22 employees	

Employees
full-time: 	21 
part-time:   	 1	
wages:		$27-$60,000
gender:	  	55 percent male

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	0

Paid Sick Leave	
	statute-plus?	NO




Paid Parental Leave
The eleven year old company is staffed mostly by young people.  Until recently, none were parents but in recent years this has changed and “5 fathers and 3 mothers work in the firm now.”   The owner himself has not had personal experience with paid or unpaid leave. 

New fathers have asked for a couple of weeks off which was a combination of annual leave, unpaid leave, and sick leave.  

One male employee just applied for 12 weeks of PPL however he has not been with the firm for the required 12 months.  Furthermore, during the hiring process, he was asked if there would be any known reason he could not be with the company the full year and he indicated there was not – however, the owner points out the pregnancy must have been known by this point. 

While the owner does not plan to provide 12 weeks of PPL he plans to make some accommodation for paid leave.  He will be investigating whether it is possible to get some government help even though the staffer does not qualify.   The issue is low on the priority list of issues that need to be addressed in the business.  

Since he has not had experience with administering absence due to parental leave, he is not sure how it would work but hypothetically, he would guess that “It really depends on the area the employee is working on.  It depends on the person’s level of specialization.”  
In his view, PPL is like a benefit, like helping staff with medical insurance.  It “allows them to have a more civilized interface between home and work.”  

As a manager, he can be relaxed about the leave if he knows far enough in advance.  The male who applied gave 12 weeks notice and that is too short for a 12 week leave when the staffer has a complex role.  

It is good that the government is funding PPL and “as a huge taxpayer, it is a type of social spending that I’m happy to have my taxes go towards.  PPL is part of a ‘civilized society’”. 

In general, the owner’s view is that PPL is a good thing for employees “Because it gives them more flexibility to stay in the workforce through the traumatic hurdle of new parenthood – particularly the first child.  That’s like a Sherman tank.  PPL makes it easier to stay in the work force and removes some financial pressure.

“On balance” PPL is a good thing for employers since “It gives you a great chance to hang on to a valued employee, especially when the birth is unexpected -- which is what happens in most situations.  It is, at the same time, potentially challenging for an employer, to cover functions of a key role and financially challenging to make up difference between the government amount of $335 and what someone is actually earning.”  

His focus on the possible extension of PPL eligibility to those who worked with a firm for less than a year is that any new law should provide ample lead time for businesses to make adjustments. Other than that he “really doesn’t have an issue” with the change.  Six months would be acceptable, but not less.   He feels that you know within 2-3 months whether an employee is a good investment.  

About the proposed extension of weeks from 12 to 14 his view is that this “is academic” Even with 12 months of unpaid leave he explains that he would “…bend over backwards to accommodate a valued employee…” He notes that for those who are not valued there are “a million ways around job protection.  In most cases you do it because you want to look after them.”

On the financing mechanism he was “pleased the employer contribution did not fly; we have a nanny state.   It is too interventionist to have an employer pool.   Small business has a huge amount of compliance.  We have made an industry out of compliance. Better to evaluate the financing in 3 years.”


For the U.S., his view is that with enough advance warning for the start date of a law, leave by smaller employers should be manageable.  “A bigger question is what kind of society you want to have.  If you want to have a humane society, signal it so employers can plan for it.”  


Paid Sick Leave


Only once in 11 years has the employer asked for a medical certificate before 3 days so the change in the Holidays Act does not bother him. 

His view is “If someone is ‘swinging the lead’ you have other ways to know it.  Most of these issues are dealt with through the internal culture. Someone who takes advantage is not taking advantage of the company but is taking advantage of colleagues.  Peer pressure addresses this.”

Officially, company policy provides 5 days leave but unofficially, if someone is having difficulties, he’ll provide pay for 10 days.  He has asked for medical certification for those with on-going illnesses.  


He estimates that less than half the staff have used up all their 5 days – some use none.  “Maybe one person has frequent Mondayitis. You give warnings and then it does not happen anymore. Girls use the sick leave, boys don’t.”  

In general he thinks it is useful for business that there is a sick law because “It gives some structure so that the gap between employees and employers does not get too wide. We can use our discretion if we wish.” With respect to the absence of a U.S. law his reaction is “That’s what you’d expect from a society with no safety net.  It fits with the approach to success and failure in the USA.  Economic failures are viewed as morally deficient in the USA.  I find that quite regrettable…it suggests the degree to which the country may have lost its way.  It is emblematic of the values of the country…which is a long way from its founding values.” 

********

Employer 17		



Company 
type:		factory	
size:		35	

Employees
full-time: 	35
part-time: 	
wages:		10 - $15
		    	
gender:		95percent women

Paid Parental Leave
	pre-statute?	NO		
	take up:  	0

Paid Sick Leave
	statute-plus?	NO



Paid Parental Leave

In the two years since PPL went into effect, no one has yet taken the leave although one person may in the near future.  Even though the 35 person firm is dominated by women, many have already had their children.  While the payroll official who was interviewed had no experience with the application she had no concerns about it.  Indeed, she has pulled together forms to be ready for the employee who may apply soon.

She has no clear idea about what approach the company would take to covering the workload.  One of the issues for the firm would be a judgment about demand since their factory work rises and falls depending on orders.  

The proposal to extend payments to 14 weeks from 12 weeks “won’t affect anything.”   She “can’t answer” how she views the proposal to reduce tenure to 6 months from 12.

In terms of the exception to unpaid leave by firms with fewer than 50 employees in the U.S. her view is “that’s really weird, it is unpaid leave.”  

Paid Sick Leave

On the restriction regarding documentation of illness, she has no problem since that is in sync with their practice.  Most of the employees use sick leave only when they need it yet most of the 35 will go through their allotted 5 days.    With respect to carry-over she views the change as “six of one and half dozen of another.”  Her only concern would be that employees not expect to get a payment for unused days.  

Her reaction to the absence of a statutory law in the U.S. is “I think that’s not fair.  They are not fair.”














Appendix A


Methodology for Identification of Workers to Interview



The SPEaR grant provided resources to contract with the Family Centre in Lower Hutt to identify low wage workers to interview for sick leave and parental leave.  The process included determining the demographic characteristics for interviewees and then locating appropriate interviewees.  

For Paid Parental Leave, 9 sole parents were interviewed.  Most were sole parents who received PPL and had earnings under $50,000.  For sick leave, 8 workers were interviewed in which family income did not exceed $50,000 and one earner in a two income family could earn no more than $30,000.   

In addition to the contract with the Family Centre, the researcher identified interviewees using several other mechanisms.   This included an internal MSD message that asked staff to identify friends, relatives, or others they thought fit the criteria and might be willing to be interviewed on PPL.  This resulted in a number of avenues, from the identification of individuals to suggestions for other organizations to contact.  A regional MSD director talked with colleagues; an MSD staffer identified a friend whose clients fit the criteria; and, an MSD staffer suggested the Mothers Network.  

Interviewees came from different parts of the North Island.  Most were interviewed in person; a couple of the interviews were by telephone.  


Methodology for Identification of Employers to Interview


A total of 17 firms were interviewed in person during February – April 2004.  The Wellington area interviews were generally conducted face to face but some were done by phone.  Two employers from the South Island were interviewed by phone.   The McDonalds’ franchisees agreed to be identified.

Four key avenues were utilized to identify potential employers for interviews:

	Department of Labour staff suggested a number of directors of associations who might be willing to identify member firms.   Four trade associations were recommended based on project interest in low wage workers. 
	EEO Trust staff reviewed submissions to the Trust’s annual “Best Employers in Work and Life” and recommended businesses that fit the project criteria.

New Zealand Council of Trade Union staff recommended union staff in Auckland who work with employers in that area. 
	The Hospitality Association of New Zealand, Wellington branch, identified members in the Wellington area who might be willing to be interviewed.

Each of these avenues resulted in the identification of some employers to interview.


	Process of Identification of Questions


The identification of questions for employers was developed through two routes:  general conversations with a variety of stakeholders and outreach to researchers involved in MSD’s Family, Child and Youth Study.   This study hopes at some point to survey employers.  Thus, this SPEaR grant may have assisted this future research effort.



